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ABSTRACT
Understanding the properties and formation histories of individual stars
in galaxies remains one of the most important areas in astrophysis. The impat
of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST ) has been revolutionary, providing deep
observations of nearby galaxies at high resolution and unpreedented sensitivity
over a wavelength range from near-ultraviolet to near-infrared. In this study, I
use deep HST imaging observations of three nearby star-forming galaxies (M83,
NGC 4214, and CGCG 269-049) to onstrut olor-magnitude and olor-olor
diagrams of their resolved stellar populations. First, I selet 50 regions in the
spiral arm and inter-arm areas of M83, and determine the age distribution of the
luminous stellar populations in eah region. I developed an innovative method
of star-by-star orretion for internal extintion to improve stellar age and mass
estimates. I ompare the extintion-orreted ages of the 50 regions with those
determined from several independent methods. The young stars are muh more
likely to be found in onentrated aggregates along spiral arms, while older stars
are more dispersed. These results are onsistent with a senario where star forma-
tion is assoiated with the spiral arms, and stars form primarily in star lusters
before dispersing on short timesales to form the eld population. I address the
eets of spatial resolution on the measured olors, magnitudes, and age esti-
mates. While individual stars an oasionally show measurable dierenes in the
olors and magnitudes, the age estimates for entire regions are only slightly af-
feted. The same proedure is applied to nearby starbursting dwarf NGC4214 to
study the distributions of young and old stellar populations. Lastly, I desribe the
analysis of the HST and Spitzer Space Telescope observations of the extremely
metal-poor dwarf galaxy (XMPG) CGCG 269-049 at a distane of 4.96 Mp. This
galaxy is one of the most metal-poor known with 12+log(O/H)=7.43. I nd lear
i
evidene for the presene of an old stellar population in CGCG 269-049, ruling out
the possibility that this galaxy is forming its rst generation of stars, as originally
proposed for XMPGs. This omprehensive study of resolved stellar populations in
three nearby galaxies provides detailed view of the urrent state of star formation
and evolution of galaxies.
ii
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Stellar Population Studies in Nearby Galaxies
Studying stellar populations of galaxies is similar to what arhaeologists do to
understand human ativity in the past through the reovery and analysis of the
ultural and environmental data left behind. Observations of stellar populations
in nearby galaxies play a key role in stellar arhaeology, sine they provide the
detailed fossil reords of the star formation history and evolution of eah galaxy.
The olor-magnitude diagram (CMD) is the best tool to study and assess the
star formation history of a galaxy, sine stars oupy a very spei loation in
the luminosity-temperature plane determined by their mass, age and metalliity.
This means that the CMDs an be used to onstrain the intrinsi properties of
stellar populations. Over the past ve deades, stellar evolutionary theory has
been applied to understand the CMD of galati globular and open lusters and
explain the distribution of stars in the observed CMDs, in terms of luster age and
hemial abundane. On the observational side, signiant advanes with Hubble
Space Telescope (HST ) observations led to the development of sophistiated
CMD tting tehniques to determine these properties of star lusters in galaxies
in the Loal Group (LG) and beyond. The spae-based HST is a diret solution
to the problem that most ground-based telesopes have to fae: the atmospheri
distortion of stellar images. The resolving power of HST is diration-limited
with an angular resolution of 0.05 arseonds at ∼6000Å, whih allows us to
dierentiate between two stars less than 0.1 arseond apart on the sky. It is also
important to note thatHST allows us to observe ultraviolet and infrared radiation
bloked or partially absorbed by the Earth's atmosphere. In this hapter, I will
highlight several stellar population studies of nearby galaxies, primarily foused
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on the resolved stellar population studies onduted with HST data and the
unique insights that this telesope an provide to the study of stellar evolutionary
models.
1.1.1 Studies of Loal Group Galaxies
Observations of Galati stars and star lusters provided detailed information of
the history of star formation and hemial enrihment in the Milky Way (MW)
galaxy and led to our urrent understanding of dierent omponents (bulge, thin
disk, thik disk, and halo populations) of the Galaxy and other similar galaxies.
We now know the bulge population is similar to that of a typial elliptial galaxy,
whih is old and metal rih with a large metalliity spread. The thin disk popu-
lation ontains most of the young stars with high metalliity, while the thik disk
has older stars with intermediate metalliity. Lastly, the halo population onsists
mostly of old and metal poor stars. This urrent understanding of the dierent
stellar populations in our own Galaxy has been fundamental to studies of the
stellar ontents of galaxies in the LG.
Stellar populations in the Magellani Clouds are well-observed and studied,
not just beause they are the nearest extragalati systems, but also beause they
oer a unique opportunity to study the detailed history of star formation. Several
ground-based studies of the Large Magellani Cloud (LMC) show that the star
formation history (SFH) of the LMC is unlike the SFH of the MW, suggesting the
bulk of the star formation ourred in the past few Gyr (Bertelli et al. 1992, and
referenes therein). The age distribution of star lusters in the LMC is known to
be unusual, having ages of either 03 Gyr or >12 Gyr (Da Costa 1991). Using
the HST/Wide Field Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2), Gallagher et al. (1996) on-
struted a deep CMD of the outer disk in the LMC and found evidene for ative
star-formation throughout the past 0.13 Gyr, onrming previous ground-based
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studies. Geha et al. (1998) analyzed the CMDs and stellar luminosity funtions
(LFs) of three dierent elds in the LMC using WFPC2 observations. Comparing
to previous studies (e.g., Bertelli et al.1992), they showed a signiant inrease in
star formation over the past 4 Gyr. In ontrast, studies of the stellar populations
in the inner part (bar) of the LMC (Elson, Gilmore, & Santiago 1997) show evi-
dene of starbursting ativities that ourred about 2 Gyr ago. This suggests that
the bar formed more reently than the disk. Combining these results, it is appar-
ent that the LMC has undergone dierent star formation history from that of the
MW. One of the reent HST observations of the Magellani Clouds is the Wide
Field Camera 3 (WFC3) Early Release Siene (ERS) program on the 30 Doradus
region. (De Marhi et al. 2011) identied about 1000 pre-main-sequene (PMS)
stars and ompared the photometry with theoretial PMS evolutionary traks in
the CMD. They determined that the younger PMS populations (∼4 Myr) prefer-
entially oupy the entral eld of 30 Dor, while older PMS stars (∼30 Myr) are
more uniformly distributed aross the eld. Their study also reveals the presene
of dust extintion variations aross the entral eld of 30 Dor.
As the most massive galaxy in the LG, and a similar morphologial type to
our own MW, M31 is the most well-studied and the most observed extragalati
system. Due to the similarity of the Hubble types (M31: Sb and MW: Sb), M31
represents the best analog for the properties of stellar populations in the MW
and the other similar types of galaxies in the LG and beyond. Ever sine Hubble
(1929) studied the rst CMD of an OB assoiation in the outer part of the M31
disk, the stars in the outer disk have been observed and resolved into individual
stars, while the stars in the entral region are unresolved. Following work has
also foused on the OB assoiations of the M31 disk sine these stars are the
brightest and easily resolved with the ground-based observations (van den Bergh
1964, 1966; Massey et al. 1986; Cananzi 1992). The rst omplete atalog of open
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lusters in M31 is provided by Hodge (1979). He used the spatial distribution of
the M31 open lusters to onstrain the spiral struture of M31 and showed that
it is more likely a two-armed struture than a one-armed struture.
At the distane of M31 (D = 794 kp; NASA/IPAC Extragalati Database),
HST imaging an reah the horizontal branh (MV = 0.82 mag), whih makes
possible to study metalliity distributions of the old resolved populations. Rih
et al. (1996) obtained HST deep imaging of one of the M31 globular lusters G1
and its adjaent halo eld. The CMDs of these elds learly show blue and red
horizontal branh stars. They ompared the CMDs of G1 and halo eld pop-
ulations to the ones of Galati globular luster 47 Tu and onlude that the
properties of the G1 CMD are onsistent with those of an old globular luster
with the metalliity of 47 Tu, while the outer M31 halo onsists of stars as metal
rih as 47 Tu. The most interesting result is that the red horizontal branh
stars may be the produt of a eld population younger than the oldest Galati
globular lusters. The same group has observed the nulear region of M33 with
HST WFPC2. The giants in this region show very broad dispersion in olor, or-
responding to a metalliity range between M15 to at least 47 Tu (Mighell 1995;
Mighell et al. 1996).
The new HST multi-yle treasury program, alled the Panhromati
Hubble Andromeda Treasury (PHAT) survey (Dalanton et al. 2012), takes full
advantage of the new HST observing apability, in addition to the wealth of
previous work arried out in M31. Dalanton et al. (2012) desribes the details
of the PHAT survey, and gives a well-summarized history of M31 resolved stellar
population studies. To summarize the results of the PHAT survey obtained over
the past two years, the stellar populations of millions of resolved stars in M31
within projeted radii from 0 to 20 kp are studied and their CMDs are analyzed.
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The results show the struture of M31's disk derived from the density of red giant
branh stars, and reveal the variations in dust extintion from the enter to the
outer disk of M31. The data produts from this survey will be ombined with the
existing ground- and spae-based imaging and spetrosopi data, and will be an
invaluable resoure to the ommunity for years to ome.
1.1.2 Galaxies Beyond the Loal Group
Even with HST , the distint age indiators in the CMDs, suh as the main-
sequene turn-o (MSTO), horizontal branh loation, and subgiant branh re-
gion, in galaxies beyond the LG, fall below the HST detetion limit and its
angular resolution limit. Observations and studies of the resolved populations in
these galaxies are foused on the giant and supergiant populations to investigate
the harateristi properties of the massive young populations and the upper-
end of initial mass funtions (IMFs). Among a large number of HST programs
designed to study individual stars and parse-sale strutures in nearby galax-
ies out to several megaparses, the Advaned Camera for Surveys (ACS) Nearby
Galaxy Survey Treasury (ANGST) survey (Dalanton et al. 2009) is one of the
most noteworthy programs onduted with the HST . The images obtained in
this program provide uniform multiwavelength observations of resolved stars for a
volume-limited sample of 69 galaxies within a distane of 3.5 Mp. The resulting
atalogs of resolved stars and star lusters, whih an be used for studies of anient
and reent SFHs, provide millions of measurements of resolved stellar populations
using their CMDs, and the distane of eah sample galaxy was measured from
the tip magnitude of the red giant branh stars (TRGB; Dalanton et al. 2009;
Williams et al. 2009; Weisz et al. 2008).
As briey disussed above, previous researh on resolved stellar populations
has provided a wealth of data resoures and results. The work presented in this
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dissertation builds on previous investigations by extending the methodology and
data for the spei sienti goals, whih are summarized in the next setion and
disussed in more detail at the start of eah hapter.
1.2 Dissertation Goals
The goal of this dissertation is to present a omprehensive study of the resolved
stellar populations in three nearby star-forming galaxies: M83, NGC 4214, and
CGCG 269-049. As desribed in the previous setion, studying the resolved pop-
ulations in these extragalati systems an be diult due to their large distanes
and stellar rowding. The high spatial resolution and sensitivity of HST now
provides us an ability to obtain photometri measurements of individual stars in
these three nearby galaxies. With this preise photometry and unpreedented
spatial resolution from ACS and the reently installed WFC3, I have analyzed
deep CMDs and olor-olor diagrams of M83, NGC 4214, and CGCG 269-049.
In Chapter 2, we present a multi-wavelength photometri study of ∼15,000
resolved stars in the nearby spiral galaxy M83 (NGC5236,D=4.61Mp) based on
HST WFC3 observations using four lters: F336W, F438W, F555W, and F814W.
We selet 50 regions (an average area size of 260×280 p) in the spiral arm and
inter-arm areas of M83, and determine the age distribution of the luminous stellar
populations in eah region. This is aomplished by orreting for extintion
towards eah individual star by omparing its olors with preditions from stellar
isohrones (e.g., Padova; Girardi et al.2002, 2008, 2010). We ompare the resulting
luminosity-weighted mean ages of the luminous stars in the 50 regions with those
determined from several independent methods, inluding the number ratio of red-
to-blue supergiants, morphologial appearane of the regions, surfae brightness
utuations, and the ages of lusters in the regions. We nd reasonably good
agreement between these methods. We nd that young stars are muh more likely
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to be found in onentrated aggregates along spiral arms, while older stars are
more dispersed. These results are onsistent with the senario that star formation
is physially assoiated with the spiral arms, and stars form primarily in star
lusters and then disperse on short timesales to form the eld population. The
loations of Wolf-Rayet stars are found to orrelate with the positions of many
of the youngest regions, providing additional support for our ability to aurately
estimate ages. We also address the eets of spatial resolution on the measured
olors, magnitudes, and age estimates. While individual stars an oasionally
show measurable dierenes in the olors and magnitudes, the age estimates for
entire regions are only slightly aeted by over-rowding. This work has been
published in The Astrophysical Journal (Kim et al. 2012).
In Chapter 3, we present a detailed UV-optial study of the nearby dwarf
galaxy NGC 4214 based on HST WFC3/UVIS observations using ve lters:
F225W, F336W, F438W, F547M, and F814W. We divide the entral 3 kp×3 kp
region of NGC 4214 into a 38 box adaptive grid, and determine the age and mass
distributions of the resolved stars in eah grid-box using their olor-magnitude and
olor-olor information. We also estimate the ages and masses of the individual
stars from stellar spetral energy distribution (SED) tting to a set of stellar SED
models. These measurements allow us to map the reent star formation histories
of the dwarf galaxy NGC 4214 in detail. By mapping the distribution of stellar
ages in this galaxy, we have found that the young stars are strongly lustered,
while the older stars are more dispersed. This is onsistent with a piture where
stars form in star lusters and subsequently dissipate on short timesales to form
the eld population.
In Chapter 4, we present HST and Spitzer Space Telescope images and
photometry of the star-forming dwarf galaxy CGCG 269-049. This galaxy is
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extremely metal-poor (12 + log(O/H) = 7.43), and ∼5 Mp from the MW. The
HST images were obtained with the ACS High Resolution Channel (HRC) and
reveal a large population of red giant and asymptoti giant branh stars, ruling
out the possibility that CGCG 269-049 is a young galaxy as had been previously
thought. The spetral energy distribution of the galaxy between ∼3.6 µm  70 µm
is best tted by emission from predominantly∼10 Gyr old stars, with a omponent
of thermal dust emission having a temperature of 72 ± 10 K. Our ACS/HRC Hα
image shows no evidene of a supernova-driven outow  whih would remove
metals from the galaxy  nor do we nd observational evidene that suh outows
ourred in the past. Considering CGCG 269-049's large neutral hydrogen to
stellar mass ratio (∼1), these results support reent models in whih the metal
deieny of dwarf galaxies results mainly from ineient star formation, rather
than youth or the esape of supernova ejeta. The large fration of ∼10 Gyr
old stars in the galaxy (> 60% by mass) is onsistent with simulations in whih
the star formation rates of isolated dwarf galaxies have signiantly dereased
near the epoh of reionization by the photoevaporation of baryons from their old
dark matter halos. This work has been published in The Astrophysical Journal
Letters (Corbin et al. 2008a), with an Erratum (Corbin et al. 2008b) on the
alulation of the Spitzer MIPS ux. My ontribution to this paper onsisted
of the analysis and interpretation of the HST data. I inlude a more detailed,
not previously published, desription of this study in Appendix B. The authors
of the paper kindly agreed to give me permission to use the whole paper in this
dissertation.
This dissertation is outlined as follows: Chapter 2 desribes the resolved
stellar population study of the 50 seleted regions in M83, with an introdution
of the CMD tting age-dating and the internal extintion orretion methods
developed in this study. Chapter 3 presents the results of the resolved stellar
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population study of NGC 4214. The same CMD age-dating and the extintion
orretion methods used in the M83 study are applied. Chapter 4 shows the
results of the photometri study of the dwarf galaxy CGCG 269-049. Chapter 5
summarizes the main results from the studies of M83, NGC 4214, and CGCG 269-
049 and disusses plans for future work.
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Chapter 2
THE RESOLVED STELLAR POPULATIONS IN 50 REGIONS OF M83
2.1 Overview
Understanding the properties of stars and the history of star formation in galaxies
remains one of the most fundamental subjets in astrophysis. The Hubble Spae
Telesope (HST ) provides an important tool for this endeavor, sine it enables
the detailed study of stars and star lusters, not only in the Milky Way and its
nearest neighbors, but in galaxies well beyond the Loal Group. The Wide Field
Camera 3 (WFC3) provides a partiularly valuable new panhromati imaging
apability, with spetral overage from the near-UV to the near-IR. This apability
is espeially useful for studying the stellar populations in nearby galaxies where
individual stars are resolved.
A good example of a multi-wavelength survey of nearby galaxies whih
employs resolved stars and star lusters is the ACS Nearby Galaxy Treasury
(ANGST) program (Dalanton et al. 2009). This study inludes ∼65 galaxies
out to ∼3.5 Mp, and provides uniform multi-olor (BV I) atalogs of tens of
thousands of individual stars in eah galaxy. Although the ANGST program
provides an exellent survey for a wide range of studies, it does not provide ob-
servations in the U band sine the observations were obtained before WFC3 was
installed on HST . The U band is partiularly useful for age-dating populations of
young stars, whih is the fous of the urrent paper. PHAT (Panhromati Hub-
ble Andromeda Treasury) is a related study that does take advantage of the new
U band apability on WFC3. While nowhere as extensive as the Multiple Cyle
Treasury Program PHAT survey, the urrent study of M83 is omplementary in
the sense that it provides similar observations of the resolved stellar omponent
of a nearby spiral galaxy, and uses quite dierent analysis tehniques, as will be
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disussed in Setions 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. Future observations of M83 (ID:12513, PI:
William Blair) will expand the WFC3 dataset available for M83 from 2 to 7 elds.
M83 (NGC5236), also known as the Southern Pinwheel galaxy, is a
slightly barred spiral galaxy with a starbursting nuleus loated at a distane of
4.61Mp, i.e., (m−M)0 = 28.32± 0.13 (Saha et al. 2006). The Hα emission an
be used to pinpoint regions of reently formed massive stars along the spiral arms,
while red supergiants an be found throughout the galaxy. The olormagnitude
diagram (CMD) of resolved stars is a powerful diagnosti tool for understanding
the stellar evolution and history of star formation of galaxies in detail. By ompar-
ing stellar evolution models to observed CMDs, we are able to determine the ages
of the stellar populations in galaxies. However, in ative star-forming regions, the
stars are often partially obsured by dust. Applying a single extintion orretion
value for the whole galaxy often results in overestimates or underestimates of the
ages of individual stars. If the CMD is the only tool used to determine the ages,
the spatial variations of dust extintion in galaxies and their eets on the deter-
mined ages are not readily apparent. The additional information available from
the olorolor diagram an remedy this problem. By using tehniques developed
in this hapter, we an onstrain the variations of dust extintion aross M83, and
make orretions for individual stars. We also fous on spatial variations in the
stellar properties throughout the galaxy.
The HST WFC3 observations of M83 were performed in 2009 August as
part of the WFC3 Siene Oversight Committee Early Release Siene (ERS)
program (ID:11360, PI: Robert O'Connell). The entral region (3.2 kp×3.2 kp)
of M83 was observed in 2009 August. A seond adjaent eld to the NNW was
observed in 2010 Marh and will be inluded in future publiations. Details of the
WFC3 ERS data alibration and proessing are given by Chandar et al. (2010).
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In this hapter we present UBV I photometry of resolved stars in M83
and the resulting olorolor and olormagnitude diagrams. We use (F336W−
F438W ) versus (F555W−F814W ) olorolor diagrams to onstrain the variation
of dust extintion along the line of sight of eah individual star, and orret
F814W versus (F555W −F814W ) CMDs for the extintion of individual stars
to determine their ages. The high sensitivity and the superb resolving power in
the WFC3 F336W band play a key role in allowing us to develop our extintion
orretion tehniques, and demonstrate the performane of the newly installed
WFC3. This results in improved stellar age estimates, and a better understanding
of the reent star formation history of M83. Our investigations are foused on the
followings.
(1) Do we see spatial variations of stellar ages in M83? If so, an we use these
variations to learn more about the evolution of the galaxy and what triggers
star formation?
(2) How well do various age estimates orrelate (i.e., resolved stars, integrated
light, lusters, number ratio of red-to-blue stars, Hα morphology, stellar sur-
fae brightness utuations, presene of WolfRayet stars)?
This hapter is organized as follows. In Setion 2.2, we desribe the obser-
vations, photometri analysis, and the extintion orretion method. CMDs and
olorolor diagrams of the 50 seleted regions are then used to provide stellar
age estimates, as desribed in Setion 2.3. Comparisons with other age estimates
(i.e., integrated light and star lusters) are also made. In Setion 2.4, we ompare
the stellar ages to a variety of other parameters that orrelate with age, inluding
red-to-blue star ratios, Hαmorphology, and surfae brightness utuations. Se-
tion 2.5 inludes a disussion of how these omparisons an be used as diagnostis,
with speial attention paid to the question of what spatial variations an tell us
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about the star formation history in M83, and on the question of how star lusters
might dissolve and populate the eld. In Setion 2.6, we investigate the loations
of soures of Wolf-Rayet stars in our M83 eld and disuss the orrelation with the
positions of young regions. In Setion 2.7, we desribe how the spatial resolution
aets our measured olors and magnitudes, and our age estimates of stars in our
M83 eld. A summary of our primary results is provided in Setion 2.8.
2.2 HST WFC3 Observations
2.2.1 The WFC3/UVIS Data
The data were obtained in seven broadband and seven narrowband lters in the
WFC3 UVIS and IR hannels. Details are desribed in Dopita et al. (2010) and
Chandar et al. (2010). In the urrent study we use four broadband images. The
lters and exposure times are F336W (1890 s), F438W (1880 s), F555W (1203 s),
and F814W (1203 s). Although we do not make transformations to the Johnson
KronCousins UBV I system, we will refer to these lters as U , B, V , and I for
onveniene. Three exposures were taken in eah lter at dierent dithered po-
sitions to remove osmi rays, the intrahip gap, and to partially ompensate for
the undersampled point-spread funtion (PSF) of the WFC3/UVIS hannel. The
raw data were proessed using the MULTIDRIZZLE software (Koekemoer et al.
2002) with an eetive pixel size of 0.0396
′′
, whih orresponds to 0.885 p pixel
−1
at the distane of 4.61Mp (Saha et al. 2006). The resulting multidrizzled images
are ombined, osmi-ray removed, and distortion-orreted. A olor omposite
of the F336W, F555W, F814W (broad bands) and F502N, F657N (narrow bands)
images is shown in Figure 2.1. It overs the nulear region of M83, part of its
eastern spiral arm, and the inter-arm region. Stars in the ores of ompat star
lusters are not resolved at this resolution, but the brighter stars in the outskirts
of the star lusters and in the eld are generally resolved into individual stars.
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Details of the eets of spatial resolution are disussed in Setion 2.7. Sine
we are interested in spatial variations of stellar ages in M83, we seleted 50 re-
gions in the spiral arm and inter-arm areas. Boxes outlined in blue (very young
 age≤ 10Myr, see Setion 2.3), yellow (young  10≤ age≤ 20Myr), and red
(intermediate-aged  age≥ 20Myr) in Figure 2.1 show the 50 regions seleted for
detailed study in this hapter.
2.2.2 Photometry and Artiial Star Tests
Photometri analysis of the WFC3 M83 data was performed on the U , B, V , and
I images using the DoPHOT pakage (Shehter et al. 1993) with modiations
made by A. Saha. Additional routines to derive parameters for the kurtosis of the
analyti PSFs used by DoPHOT, and for post-proessing DoPHOT output to ob-
tain alibrated aperture-orreted photometry, were performed using ustomized
IDL ode written by Saha. A more detailed desription of these proedures an
be found in Saha et al. (2010). The kurtosis terms were derived by tting the
funtional form of the DoPHOT analyti PSF to 20 relatively bright and isolated
stars. The remaining shape parameters (σx, σy, and σxy) are dynamially opti-
mized within DoPHOT.
The dierene between the shape parameters for an individual objet and
those for a typial star was alulated and used to lassify the objet as a star,
a galaxy, or a double-star. The shape parameters were determined separately for
eah image. The numbers of objets lassied as stars are approximately 20,000 in
U and B, 17,000 in V , and 15,000 in I band images, respetively. The alulated
full width at half-maxima (FWHMs) are U =0.096′′(2.42 pixel), B=0.093′′(2.34
pixel), V =0.091′′(2.29 pixel), and I =0.113′′(2.85 pixel). All magnitudes are in
the WFC3-UVIS VEGAMAG magnitude system, alulated using Equation (4) in
Sirianni et al. (2005) and the latest zeropoint magnitudes: U =23.46, B=24.98,
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V =25.81, and I =24.67 mag, provided by STSI at the HST/WFC3 Web site-
http://www.stsi.edu/hst/wf3/.
A multi-wavelength UBV I atalog was then onstruted by mathing the
individual objets in eah atalog between these lters. Interestingly, we found
that the extreme image rowding in these images, ombined with the exellent
panhromati sensitivity and unpreedented spatial resolution provided by the
newly installed WFC3, introdued a new hallenge during this mathing step,
with large numbers of pseudo mathes ourring if too-large a math radius was
used. We disuss the eets of spatial resolution in Setion 2.7.
Figure 2.2 demonstrates this problem by showing the F555W and olor
omposite image ut-outs near Regions 26 and 27. In the middle panel of Figure
2.2, stars irled in red are objets with (V −I) olors that are very red ((V −
I) > 1.2 mag), but have (U−B) values that are fairly blue (−0.4 < (U − B) <
−1.7 mag). These an be seen as the spray of points in the upper right parts of
the top right panels of Figures 2.3 and 2.4, whih will be disussed below. As
shown by the postage stamp images in Figure 2.2, about half of these are likely
to be blue stars with very high values of reddening (i.e., the bottom panel and
the small postage stamps on the right show that they are in dusty regions), while
the other half are very lose superpositions of at least one red and one blue star,
whih we will all pseudo mathes (i.e., the panels on the left show a strong blue
and red gradient aross many of the objets).
We found that using a very small mathing radius of 0.5 pixels was needed
to minimize pseudo mathes in our atalog. Earlier attempts using a mathing
radius of 3 pixels resulted in ∼10% pseudo mathes. Aurate mathing also
requires preise geometri distortion orretions in all lters. However, even when
these onditions are met, there is a nite hane that two dierent stars will fall
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within the same aperture. This is most easily seen by blinking the U- and I-band
images. While the single stars stay in the same position, the pseudo math stars
move slightly, showing they are two dierent stars with dierent olors.
The nal stellar atalog ontains ∼15,000 objets. We found that our
proedure results in only a few perent of pseudo mathes, as will be disussed in
Setion 2.4 (i.e., the upper right panel of Figure 2.4).
To measure the photometri ompleteness, we performed artiial star tests
with the same detetion and photometry proedure as applied to the atual stars.
We inserted 1000 artiial stars with Gaussian PSFs and FWHMs appropriate for
these stars at random positions into all four images. The magnitude of the inserted
stars varied from 22 to 28 mag in steps of 0.25 mag. The 50% ompleteness levels
at 5 σ detetion thresholds for a typial region are reahed at reovery magnitudes
of approximately 24.3, 25.1, 25.3, and 24.8 mag for the U , B, V , and I images,
respetively. These limits an vary by about a magnitude, depending on the
brightness of the bakground in a given region. The exeption is Region 48, whih
inludes the nuleus. The ompleteness thresholds are two or more magnitudes
brighter in this region due to the very high bakground. This region has therefore
been exluded from the rest of the disussion, but is inluded in Table 2.1 for
referene.
2.2.3 CMDs and ColorColor Diagrams in M83
The top panels of Figure 2.3 show the I versus (V−I) CMD (left) and the (U−B)
versus (V −I) olorolor diagram (right) of resolved stars extrated from the
ross-mathed atalog. The CMD shows the presene of young main-sequene
(MS) stars, transition or He-burning blue loop stars, red giant stars (hydrogen
shell-burning and hydrogen+helium shell-burning stars), and a relatively small
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number of low-mass red-giant branh (RGB) stars. This is beause the tip of
the low-mass RGB stars is at I = 24.7 mag (Karahentsev et al. 2007), whih is
roughly the same as our ompleteness threshold. The ages of these stars range
from ≈ 1 to ≈ 100 Myr. The Padova isohrones (Marigo et al. 2008) ranging
in age from log τ (age/yr) = 6.55 (3.5Myr) to log τ (age/yr) = 8.0 (100 Myr)
are inluded in Figure 2.3 for referene. Note that the younger isohrones (e.g.,
1Myr) fall nearly on top of the 3.5 Myr isohrone, and hene are not inluded in
the diagram.
The arrows in both panels show AV =1 reddening vetors for M83 using the
RV = 3.1 extintion urve of Cardelli et al. (1989). Corretions have been made
for foreground Galati extintion (Shlegel et al. 1998) using AF336W = 0.361,
AF438W = 0.290, AF555W = 0.229, and AF814W = 0.133 mag, respetively.
2
In
Figure 2.3, we only plot stars with photometri errors less than 0.25 mag in
the lters used for eah diagram. The numbers of objets plotted in the CMD
and the olorolor diagram are about 12,000 and 8500 stars, respetively. Sine
approximately 30% of the stars are not deteted in one or more of the U , B, or I
lters, due to either reddening or intrinsially red or blue olors, fewer stars are
plotted in the olorolor diagram.
We adopt a value of 1.5 times solar metalliity (Z=0.03), the highest metal-
liity isohrones available from the Padova database, for M83 based on Bresolin
& Kenniutt (2002). A test using solar metalliity (Z=0.019) isohrones showed
that the ages for a typial region would be ≈ 2 Myr older if the lower metalliity
is adopted. This agrees with the study by Larsen et al. (2011), who found that
the simulated CMDs of young massive lusters in M83 with solar and super-solar
metalliity isohrones would not look muh dierent. Theoretial isohrones al-
2
NASA/IPAC Extragalati Database (NED): http://ned.ipa.alteh.edu/
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ulated for the WFC3 lters and Z=0.03 (1.5 Z⊙) from the Padova database
3
(Marigo et al. 2008) are overlaid on both panels in Figure 2.3. The dashed line in
yan shows the 50% ompleteness level in I and (V −I), using the ompleteness
threshold numbers from the artiial star test in Setion 2.2.
The bottom panels of Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show the histograms of ages and
masses for the same stars plotted in the CMD and olorolor diagram. The ages
and masses of stars were estimated by nding the losest math between the I and
(V −I) values for eah star, using a ne mesh of the stellar isohrones plotted in
the CMD and olorolor diagram in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. More details about the
stellar age-dating from the CMDs and the stellar isohrones are given in Setion
2.3.1.
2.2.4 Extintion Corretions
Sine M83 has an intriate struture of dust lanes assoiated with ative star
forming regions in the spiral arms and thin layers of dust in the inter-arm area
in Figure 2.1, we annot use a single value of internal extintion and apply it to
orret for the extintion of all stars in a given region. In the olorolor diagram
in Figure 2.3, we notie that while the bluest stars math the model isohrones
quite well after we orret for Galati foreground extintion, the majority of stars
are found redward of the models, implying a typial extintion of AV ≃ 0.5 mag
(for the densest part of the data swarm). As desribed below, we an determine
the reddening of these stars if we assume that they are intrinsially blue stars that
belong on the Padova models (i.e., with (V −I) ≃ −0.3 mag). A visual inspetion
supports this interpretation. Stars with observed values of (V − I) ≈ −0.3 mag
are found in areas with no obvious dust features surrounding them while stars
with (V − I) > 0.5 mag are near dust laments.
3
CMD version 2.3; http://stev.oapd.inaf.it/gi-bin/md
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Our basi approah to orret the olors (and luminosities) of individual
stars for the eets of extintion is to baktrak the position along the reddening
vetor for eah data point, until we hit the stellar isohrones in the olorolor
diagram. What makes this method work is the fat that all the isohrones are
nearly on top of eah other in the range (U − B)< 0.0 mag. The way we apply
this in pratie is to math the observed and predited values of the reddening
free Q parameter dened by:
QUBV I = (U − B)−
E(U − B)
E(V − I)
× (V − I) (2.1)
(Mihalas & Binney 1981). Using observed values in the U-, B-, V -, and I-band
images, we ompute the observed Q
UBVI
values by using the standard slope of
E(U − B)/E(V − I) = 0.58 (Mihalas & Binney 1981; Whitmore et al. 1999),
whih orresponds to RV = 3.1. The predited Q values are alulated using
the 1.5 Z⊙ Padova isohrones. A ompliation is that we annot simply use the
mathed Q values to determine orreted values of (U − B) and (V − I), sine
they would, by denition, fall preisely on the isohrones (i.e., I would be using
irular reasoning). Instead, we solve for the extintion in (U−I), whih is partly
independent and uses the longest wavelength baseline. We then alulate the
extintion values in eah of U-, B-, V -, I-band image and the olor exess values
in (U −B) and (V − I).
The averages of the orreted internal extintion and olor exess values
by our star-by-star orretion method are AF336W = 0.696, AF438W = 0.559,
AF555W = 0.441, AF814W = 0.256 mag, and E(U − B) = 0.137 and E(V − I) =
0.185 mag. This is similar to the average internal extintion (AF555W = 0.425mag)
estimated from the luster spetral energy distribution (SED) tting by Bastian
et al. (2011). However, our results dier from the average extintion (AV =
0.671mag) of 45 lusters in the nuleus (∼20′′in diameter) of M83, determined
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from Hα/Hβ ratios by Harris et al. (2001). This is onsistent with the nding of
larger extintion in the nulear region by Chandar et al. (2010).
In the olorolor diagram (top right panel) of Figure 2.3, we note that
while most of the data points are onsistent with the standard reddening vetor,
the stars loated in the green triangle appear to follow a atter reddening vetor.
Whether this is atually due to a dierent reddening law in M83 (e.g., as has
been suggested for heavily extinted regions suh as 4, 12, and 20) or is some
sort of artifat (e.g., due to photometri unertainties, unresolved star lusters, or
the pseudo mathing problem disussed above) is diult to determine from our
present dataset. However, for our spei needs the preise answer to this question
is not ritial. Our approah will be to orret the data points in the triangle bak
to a position near the top of the isohrones, as shown by the intersetion of the
red dotted line and the isohrones in Figure 2.4. This is equivalent to using a
range in RV between 3.1 and 5.7 (the value represented by the red dotted line).
The upper panels of Figure 2.4 show the CMD and olorolor diagram
orreted for the internal extintion in M83. The arrows in both panels are the
reddening vetors. We do not apply an extintion orretion for stars with (V −
I) ≥ 1.2 mag, or above an extrapolation of the atter extintion vetor from the
bluest possible isohrones (see the red dotted lines in the upper right panel of
Figure 2.4), sine we believe that the olors of many of these soures are inorret
(i.e., roughly half are likely to be pseudo mathes, as disussed in Setion 2.2.2
and shown in Figure 2.2). We note that only about 4% of the stars fall in this
part of the diagram. These stars are removed from the subsequent analysis. If we
inlude these stars, our age estimates typially inrease by about 1Myr.
Also, stars below the blue dotted line in Figure 2.4 are not orreted for
extintion, sine these are MS turno stars (i.e., blue loop or transition stars in
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general), and hene, do not have unique UBV I olors for the stars along a given
reddening line, unlike the MS stars with (U − B)<0.0 mag.
Based on the extintion orreted CMD in Figure 2.4, we note that (1)
the orreted data now show a relatively narrow distribution of points along the
left side of the CMD in agreement with ages of ∼3 Myr and (2) while the data
now align with the model isohrones muh better, there is still a fair amount of
satter (espeially for I < 24), primarily due to observational unertainties from
the fainter stars. The bottom panels of Figure 2.4 show the distribution of ages
and masses of stars after we apply our extintion orretion tehnique. Based
on the automati method desribed in Setion 2.3.1, we note that the luminosity
weighted mean ages determined from the orreted olors and luminosities are
signiantly younger (∼14 Myr; Figure 2.4) than the mean ages determined from
the unorreted olors and luminosities (∼27 Myr; Figure 2.3), as we expeted.
2.3 Age-dating Populations in M83
In this setion we disuss several dierent methods of age-dating stellar popula-
tions in M83, using both individual stars and star lusters, and then interompare
the results. We do not neessarily expet eld star and luster ages to agree,
sine the dissolution of lusters may bias the observed luster population toward
younger ages than the surrounding eld stars.
2.3.1 Age-dating the Resolved Stellar Population Using ColorMagnitude
Diagrams
As shown in Figure 2.1, we seleted 50 regions that over spiral arm and inter-arm
areas in order to study the reent star formation history of M83. Figures 2.5 and
2.6 show utouts of Regions 12, 7, 29, and 2. The olormagnitude diagrams and
olorolor diagrams of all 50 regions (similar to Figures 2.5 and 2.6) are attahed
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in the Appendix A. These gures inlude olor-olor diagrams of the stars in these
regions, as well as CMDs that are unorreted (upper) and orreted (lower) for
extintion. The four regions (12, 7, 20, 2) highlight the range in age of the
dominant stellar population, from very young to intermediate ages, i.e., Region
12 with very strong Hα emission superposed on the luster stars; Region 7 with
a large bubble of Hα emission surrounding the stars and lusters; Region 29 with
no Hα emission, but large numbers of bright red and blue stars; Region 2 with no
Hα emission and fainter stars.
A ursory glane at the CMDs of these four regions (Figures 2.5 and 2.6)
show lear dierenes. The primary dierenes are, as predited by the isohrones,
that younger regions ontain: (1) bluer MS stars, (2) larger numbers of upper MS
stars, and (3) larger ratios of blue to red stars. Our regions do not, however,
ontain only stars of a single age. Even these four regions, whih were hosen
to inlude a single dominant stellar population, ontain a mix of young and old
stars. In this hapter, I am primarily interested in the ages of the bright young
stars in these regions, whih dominate CMDs in luminosity-limited samples.
In pratie, this fous on the younger population is arried out by imposing
a magnitude uto of MI = −5.5 mag (i.e., I = 22.82 mag whih orresponds
to the age uto of ∼60Myr in the CMD) for the stars used to estimate ages
(i.e., the magenta dashed line in Figure 2.4). This luminosity limit allows us to
stay above the ompleteness limit for all but the very reddest stars (see Figure
2.3), while also fousing on evolved stars and those on the upper MS, whih are
most sensitive to the age of a stellar population. Our primary goal is to obtain
reliable relative estimates for the 50 regions (rather than absolute ages), and
our magnitude limit is suiently deep to aomplish this goal.
We ompare the extintion orreted olors and magnitudes of stars with
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the Padova stellar isohrones in two ways to estimate the age of the dominant
stellar population in eah region. First, two of the authors (H.K. and B.C.W.)
independently estimated ages based on a visual omparison of the CMDs and
isohrones. We foused on features suh as the olor of the MS stars, the number
of stars in the upper MS, and the number ratio of blue to red stars. The left panel
of Figure 2.7 shows that the independent, visually determined age estimates are
in good agreement with a 7.9σ (slope/unertainty of the best linear t) orre-
lation and a slope within 1σ of the unity value. The average ages of these two
independent (manual) estimates are listed in olumn Age
CMDman
in Table 2.1.
Next, we estimated the ages automatially, nding the losest math in
both age and mass for eah star by omparing the extintion orreted I mag-
nitude and (V −I) olor with a ne mesh of stellar isohrones generated from
the Padova models (log τ (age/yr) ranging from 6.05 to 8.35 in steps of 0.05).
We then alulate a luminosity-weighted age from the distribution of individual
stellar ages in eah region. The result of the automati age estimate is listed in
olumn Age
CMDauto
in Table 2.1.
To assess the unertainties in our age and mass determinations for eah
star, we ran a test for four dierent ases by adding and subtrating the photo-
metri errors in the (V −I) olor and I-band magnitude. This moves eah objet
on the CMD to the right (+(V −I)
error
), left (−(V −I)
error
), down (+mI error),
and up (−mI error). We nd similar ages of 21.9 Myr (Region 3) and 26.7 Myr
(Region 11) for the dominant luminous stellar populations, despite the fat that
our photometry inludes a signiantly larger area around eah luster. Hene we
nd good agreement between our age estimates and those of Larsen et al. (2011).
Eah method has its own strengths and weaknesses. Our approah has the advan-
tage of orreting the photometry of individual stars for the eets of extintion
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to improve our age estimates, but the disadvantage that this requires imaging in
more than three optial bands with a ruial need for the U-band observation.
The Larsen et al. (2011) method does not orret for the eets of extintion, but
allows for a better determination of the star formation history over a wider age
range (i.e., out to ∼1Gyr).
2.3.3 Comparison between Age
CMDauto
and Compat Cluster Ages
Muh of our reent work has involved age-dating star lusters using the integrated
light (UBV I and Hαemission) from the luster and model SED tting. To om-
pare the age of star lusters in eah region to the age determined from individual
stars in eah region, we adopt the ages and luminosities of ompat lusters iden-
tied in our previous work (Chandar et al.2010). Details of the luster age-dating
method an be found in that paper.
We note that the regions sampled in this study are large (i.e., several hun-
dred p
2
) and may inlude stars and star lusters spanning a wide range of ages.
This requires making the omparison between the ages of eld stars and star lus-
ters with aution. Only the largest star forming omplexes within spiral galaxies
have suh dimensions (e.g., the giant H II region NGC604 in M33; Freedman et al.
2001). More typial regions are muh smaller, and hene would not dominate the
entire eld. This will tend to weaken our orrelations, espeially when omparing
resolved stellar ages with luster ages.
Using the ages of star lusters determined from the SED tting, we om-
pute the luminosity-weighted mean age of eah region, as we did for stars in the
same region. The ages of 50 regions are listed in olumn Age
Cl
in Table 2.1. The
upper panel of Figure 2.10 shows a omparison between the luminosity-weighted
mean age (Age
Cl
) of the ompat lusters in a given region and our stellar age
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(Age
CMDauto
) estimates based on the CMDs of all the resolved stars in the region
(as disussed in Setion 2.3.1). The orrelation between these two ages is fair
(5.4σ orrelation). We note that while the midpoints for the two methods are
similar, the slope is steeper, as disussed in more details in the next setion.
2.3.4 Comparison between Age
CMDauto
and Age Estimates from Integrated Light
from the Entire Regions
We obtain an independent estimate of the age of eah region by measuring the
olors of the entire region, and perform a simple SED t, in the same way as we
did for star lusters (i.e., Chandar et al. 2010). The lower panel of Figure 2.10
shows a omparison between our age estimates for the resolved stellar populations
using CMDs (Age
CMDauto
) and from the integrated light (Age
Reg
) in eah region.
While there is a fair orrelation (4.6σ) between the CMD and integrated
photometri age estimates, there is also a fair amount of satter and an apparent
gap in the region ages in the range 6.8 < log (age/yr) < 7.2. This gap is similar
to the well known artifat for luster age estimates whih is due to the looping of
predited luster olors in this age range (see Chandar et al. 2010). We also note
that the slope of the relation is steeper than the unity vetor, with integrated
light ages ranging to muh lower ages than the CMD ages. This is similar to the
omparison with Age
Cl
, as disussed above. This is probably aused by a variety of
eets inluding: (1) the integrated age estimates take into aount Hα emission
(whih is very sensitive to massive young stars) while the CMD estimates do not;
(2) the 1 Myr isohrones are essentially on top of the 3 Myr isohrones, making
it rare that the minimum age ever gets seleted by the software that does the
mathing with the isohrones; and (3) the adoption of an MV =  5.5 mag uto
removes all stars with ages ≥100 Myr from the Age
CMDauto
estimates, while the
light from older stars is still inluded in the integrated light used for the Age
Reg
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estimate (hene, the Age
CMDauto
estimate an never be ≥50 Myr, while the Age
Reg
an be older).
This dierene in slope in Figure 2.10 highlights the fat that eah age-
dating method has its own idiosynrasies. By omparing a number of dierent
methods, we begin to understand these artifats better, and learn how large the
true systemati unertainties an be.
2.4 Comparison between Age
CMDauto
and Other Parameters that Correlate
with Age
We are now ready to ompare our age estimates for the resolved stellar omponents
in 50 regions to other observables that orrelate with age. These inlude: (1)
number ratio of red-to-blue stars (e.g., Larsen et al. 2011), (2) morphologial
ategories (Whitmore et al. 2011a), and (3) stellar surfae brightness utuations
(Whitmore et al. 2011a).
2.4.1 Comparison between Age
CMDauto
and Number Ratio of Red-to-blue Stars
One property that is expeted to orrelate with age is the number ratio of red-
to-blue stars. At very young age, all stars are blue. As the population ages,
the number of red giant stars (H-shell burning and H+He-shell burning stars)
inreases. This eet an be seen by noting that nearly all of the stars in Region
12 (Figure 2.5) are blue, while there are large numbers of red stars in Regions 29
and 2 (Figure 2.6).
The number ratio of red-to-blue stars (olumn red-to-blue ratio in Table
2.1) is alulated by using a riteria that (V − I) be redder than 0.8 mag for red
stars. The top panel of Figure 2.11 shows a fairly good orrelation (7.2σ) between
Age
CMDauto
and the red-to-blue ratio.
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2.4.2 Comparison between Age
CMDauto
and Morphologial Category
The middle panel of Figure 2.11 shows the orrelation between our automati
CMD age estimates and the morphologial lassiation for a given region, as
dened in Whitmore (2011b). Briey, regions with Hα emission superposed on
top of the stellar omponent are type 3 (emerging star lusters), regions with
small Hαbubbles are ategory 4a (very young), regions with large Hαbubbles are
ategory 4b (young) , and regions with no Hαbubbles are ategory 5 (intermediate
age). Based on this riteria, the regions displayed in Figures 2.5 and 2.6 are
lassied as ategories 4a (Region 12), 4b (Region 7), 5a (Region 29), and 5a/5b
(Region 2), respetively. Eah region was lassied independently by two authors
(H.K. and B.C.W.). The mean of the two determinations is used in what follows,
and is listed in olumn Hα Morphology of Table 2.1.
The middle panel of Figure 2.11 shows that stellar CMD age estimates
(Age
CMDauto
) and morphologial ategories (Hα morphology) show a fair orrela-
tion (5.8σ), but not as good as the strong orrelations (9σ for log τ < 7 and 5σ
for log τ > 7) found with ages for ompat lusters in Whitmore et al. (2011a).
This is probably due to the fat that most of the regions are not dominated by a
single age stellar population, making the morphologial lassiation for an entire
region problemati (i.e., there is strong Hα emission in part of the region but none
in other parts).
2.4.3 Comparison between Age
CMDauto
and Stellar Surfae Brightness
Flutuations
In Whitmore et al.(2011a), we developed a method to age-date star lusters based
on an observed relation between pixel-to-pixel ux variations (RMS) within star
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lusters and their ages. This method relies on the fat that the young lusters with
bright stars have higher pixel-to-pixel ux variations, while the old lusters with
smoother appearane have small variations. This is beause the brightest stars in
a 100 Myr population have MI ≈ −3 mag, whih is below our 50% photometri
ompleteness limit (MI = −3.6mag) and well below our magnitude uto of
MI = −5.5mag used in our stellar age-dating method desribed in Setion 2.3.1.
The bottom panel of Figure 2.11 shows the orrelation between the resolved
stellar ages (Age
CMDauto
) and the surfae brightness utuations (pixel-to-pixel
RMS) measured in the 50 seleted regions. We nd little or no orrelation (1.1σ)
with a relatively large amount of satter, espeially for the younger lusters. Part
of this satter may be aused by the two-valued nature of the eet as disussed in
Whitmore et al. (2011a), with a maximum value of the surfae brightness utua-
tions around 10 Myr, and lower values for both smaller and larger ages. Another
reason for the satter is the fat that many of the regions have mixed populations,
rather than single age populations.
2.5 Insights into the Star Formation History in M83 Based on Spatial
Variations for 50 regions
We rst examine how the ages for the 50 regions are distributed in Figure 2.1.
The boxes in this gure are olor-oded as follows: blue (very young with ages
less than about 10 Myr), yellow (young with ages between about 10 and 20 Myr),
and red (intermediate aged with ages greater than about 20 Myr). As expeted,
we nd that the very young regions are primarily assoiated with the spiral arms,
the young regions tend to be downstream from the spiral struture (i.e., on the
lokwise side away from the dust lanes), while the intermediate aged regions are
found on both sides of the spiral arms in the inter-arm regions.
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A similar, more detailed analysis is being done by Chandar and Chien using
the luster ages in M51 (R. Chandar & L. Chien 2012, in preparation) and M83
(R. Chandar & L. Chien 2012, in preparation). They ompare the age gradients
they nd with models developed by Dobbs & Pringle (2010), assuming a variety
of dierent triggering mehanisms (i.e., spiral arms, bars, stohastiity, and tidal
disturbanes).
We an perform a similar experiment here, sine we have age estimates
for eah individual star. The three panels in Figure 2.12 show the distribution of
stars with ages in the ranges 110, 1535, and 40100 Myr, respetively. The top
panel is the youngest group of stars, learly showing that the stars in these regions
are mostly distributed along the ative star-forming region (i.e., assoiated with
strong Hαemission) in the spiral arms. The stars in the middle panel tend to be
found slightly downstream of the spiral arms, while the older stars are still farther
out in the inter-arm regions, as expeted.
These diagrams an also be used to examine whether there is evidene
that most of the young stars form in lusters and lustered regions and then
dissolve into the eld. Pellerin et al. (2007) made a similar set of diagrams for the
galaxy NGC1313, whih supported this interpretation. We nd that the young
star samples show strong lustering, while the older star samples are progressively
more uniform. Hene, these distribution maps of stars in the dierent age group
support the idea that the stars form in lusters in spiral arms, and then most of the
lusters dissolve, populating the eld with stars (Lada & Lada2003). R. Chandar
et al. (2012, in preparation) will examine this subjet more quantitatively in the
future.
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2.6 Using WolfRayet Stars to Chek for Consisteny with Our Age Estimates
In this setion, we ompared the ages resulting from a variety of age-dating meth-
ods for dierent star-forming regions in M83. Here, we extend our analysis by
onsidering previously identied WolfRayet (WR) stars in M83, whih are ∼1
4 Myr old (Crowther 2007), as another independent age estimate.
Hadeld et al. (2005) identied 283 WR soures in M83 from narrowband
imaging entered on the He II λ4686 emission line, plus spetrosopi follow-up.
Seventeen of these WR soures fall in our WFC3 eld of view. Figure 2.13 shows
their loations in the HST image, and Table 2 lists the oordinates of these
soures, as well as the region in whih they are loated.
The lower resolution of the ground-based Hadeld et al.(2005) study makes
it diult (in many ases) to uniquely identify the WR soures in the HST image,
although we an easily determine whether suh a soure is loated within one of
our 50 regions. Figure 2.13 shows a olor image of M83 (enter panel) with ve
regions, labeled A through E, that ontain all 17 WR soures. Here, the Hα and
F814W images are shown in red, F555W in green, and F336W in blue. Blak and
white images are the image utouts in the F814W and the Hα lters of regions
AE, as outlined in green in the entral panel. The original nding hart of the
region A taken from Hadeld et al.(2005) is shown in the top right panel in Figure
2.13. In the Hα image, the stellar ontinuum has been subtrated from the Hα
image, leaving just the ionized gas.
We mathed the oordinates of the WR soures and the HST images,
by assuming that the WR soure 99 is perfetly entered on a relatively isolated,
ompat Hα knot. We also ompared the loations of the 17 mathed WR soures
in the M83HST images with the nding harts from Hadeld et al.(2005) to verify
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our soure mathing. The exellent spatial resolution of the HST image also
makes it possible to hek whether any of the WR soures are atually ompat
star lusters. While the majority do appear to be individual stars, or a dominant
star with a little fuzz whih is likely a faint ompanion star, there are at least
three ases where the ounterpart appears to be a bright ompat luster (i.e.,
74, 86, 105: irled objets in Figure 2.14). These three objets are brighter than
MV = −9 mag with the onentration index (CI) larger than 2.3, onsistent with
the luster CI used in Chandar et al. (2010). There are several more ases where
the ounterpart is in a looser assoiation of stars (e.g., 78, 102, 103).
All the WR soures, exept the soures in utout E and 108 in utout D,
are loated in the spiral arms. This is expeted, sine these are the sites of most
reent star formation. Nine of the 17 are in regions of strong Hα emission, seven
more are in regions of faint Hα emission, and only one soure (107 in utout D)
appears to have no Hα assoiated with it.
Our primary question is whether the WR soures tend to be found in
regions that we estimated to have young ages. In Table 2 we math the WR
soures with the region where they are found in and nd that their ages range from
1.1 Myr (Region 35) to 50.1 Myr (Region 41). This shows that suh a orrelation
does exist, with 6/8 (75%) of WR soures in regions having Age
Reg
<4.6 Myr.
Similarly, Hadeld et al.(2005) found that ve of their WR soures are inluded in
a ompat star luster atalog developed by Larsen (2004), and three of these ve
lusters (193, 179, 179) have estimated ages in the range 1.5  6 Myr, onsistent
with ages expeted for WR stars.
Figure 2.14 shows the CMD and olorolor diagram of the measured olors
from our HST observations of the objet that best mathes the WR soures from
Hadeld et al. (2005). We nd that most of these soures are in the top left of the
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two-olor diagram. We onlude that there is a strong tendeny for WR soures
to be assoiated with the youngest regions of star formation. The good orrelation
provides general support for the auray of our CMD age estimates.
2.7 Eet of Spatial Resolution
Spatial resolution aets virtually all studies of individual stars in nearby galaxies.
As is typial, in this hapter we have assumed that the point soures identied
in Setion 2.2 are individual stars, although we also disovered a small fration
of pairs of nearly aligned stars, one red and one blue, that an be identied from
their anomalous olors (e.g., pseudo-math Figures 2 and 4). Here, we address
more generally how spatial resolution aets the measured olors and magnitudes,
and hene the derived ages, of stars in our M83 regions.
We begin by answering a simple question: What would the Orion Nebula
look like at the distane of M83? Would we be able to distinguish the four entral
stars that make up the Trapezium or would they appear as a single star? The
separation between the four stars in the Trapezium (10
′′
at D≈ 0.5 kp) would
be roughly 0.001
′′
at the distane of M83, approximately a fator of 40 smaller
than a single pixel in our image, and hene these would appear as one point-like
soure. However, we note that the vast majority of the remaining bright stars in
the Orion nebula are muh more widely separated, and would not suer from this
problem. We also note that our seletion riteria are designed to avoid inluding
stars in the rowded entral regions of star lusters and assoiations, whih also
minimizes the problem.
We perform a more quantitative analysis by degrading HST/ACS images
of the ompat star luster NGC2108 in the Large Magellani Cloud (LMC)
(ID:10595; PI: Goudfrooij, see Goudfrooij et al. 2011), whih is at a distane of
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∼ 50 kp, by a fator of 100 (i.e., equivalent with the distane of ≈ 5Mp), as
roughly appropriate for M83. The degraded images, reated from a ombination of
rebinning and Gaussian smoothing to approximately mimi the PSF of Advaned
Camera for Surveys (ACS), are then run through our normal objet-nding soft-
ware desribed in Setion 2.2. The numbers of objets found in the degraded
NGC2108 images are ∼20 in the F555W and F814W ACS images. Figure 2.15
shows the F555W ACS image of NGC2108, along with the degraded images and a
olor image (i.e., a olor omposite of F435W, F555W, and F814W ACS images).
Additionally, we then perform aperture photometry on the deteted soure
positions in the non-degraded ACS images using a radius 300 pixels to ollet light
from all stars that would fall within our aperture if NGC2108 was loated at a
distane of 5Mp (i.e., M83). Objets along the edge and within 1000 pixels of
the enter of the luster in NGC2108 are disarded, as would be the ase for
the orresponding photometry in M83. Figure 2.16 shows the extent of the 300
pixel aperture for several soures in yellow, as well as the nearest dominant star
in red. The magnitude of the dominant stars (using a 3 pixel aperture and the
appropriate aperture orretion) is onsidered the truth measurement while the
magnitude in the orresponding 300 pixel aperture is the value that would be
determined at the distane of M83. We alulate the magnitude and olor osets,
i.e., ∆I and ∆(V−I) mag of the dominant stars, by taking the dierene between
the 3 pixel and 300 pixel aperture magnitudes.
One ompliation is that our default sky subtration method would remove
the vast majority of faint and moderate brightness stars in the bakground annulus
in the NGC2108 image, but these stars would not be deteted individually at
the distane of M83 and hene would be inluded in the sky measurement. We
therefore adjusted the lipping parameters in the sky subtration algorithm to
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remove only the bright stars in NGC2108, thereby mimiking the ase for M83
to the highest degree possible.
In Figure 2.17 we show the original CMD for Region 3 in M83 (solid points),
ompared with a version where the magnitudes and olors have been `perturbed'
by an amount ∆I and ∆(V −I) determined by mathing to the losest values
of (V − I) from the NGC2108 data experiment (open points). As expeted,
orretions for the degraded spatial resolution in M83 tend to make the orreted
magnitudes slightly fainter and redder, as an be seen in Figure 2.17. The mean
dierene in V is −0.24± 0.30mag with a range from +0.20 to −0.65mag. In I,
the mean dierene is −0.40 ± 0.39mag with a range from +0.07 to −1.18mag.
We note that the largest dierene is seen for objet 10, as shown in Figure 2.16,
where several relatively bright red stars in the 300 pixel aperture ause the largest
orretion (i.e., −1.18mag in I and redward by 0.63mag in (V −I)). Objet 40,
dominated by a single very bright star, shows the opposite extreme, with a hange
of −0.02mag in V and −0.01mag in I. We also note that objet 31 does not make
it into our sample sine the two bright stars are far enough apart that it is lear
from the degraded image in Figure 2.15 that this is not a single star. This objet
gets removed in the DoPHOT photometry as desribed in Setion 2.2, and hene
is not used in the experiment desribed above.
We then rerun our age-dating software on the orreted CMD in Figure
2.17. We nd a mean age of 23.8Myr ompared to the original value of 21.9Myr.
Hene, while a spei star may be aeted by a sizeable amount, the overall
eets of degraded spatial resolution are relatively minor for our study.
To summarize, we have performed a numerial experiment using observa-
tions of an intermediate-age star luster in the LMC (NGC 2108) for our truth
image. Using a fator of 100 in spatial degradation, roughly appropriate for our
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measurements in M83, we nd that the typial orretions to our photometry are
on the order of a few tenths of a magnitude, although muh larger values are
possible in spei ases. We onlude that while spatial resolution an result in
measurable dierenes in the luminosities and olors of bright stars at the distane
of M83, it does not strongly aet the age estimates for the 50 regions studied in
this hapter.
2.8 Summary
Colormagnitude diagrams and olorolor diagrams of resolved stars from the
multi-band HST/WFC3 ERS observations of M83 have been used to measure
the ages of stellar populations in 50 regions of this well-known fae-on spiral
galaxy. The diagrams show the presene of multiple stellar features, inluding
reently formed MS, He-burning blue-loop stars, and shell-burning red giant stars.
Comparisons between our stellar age estimates and a wide variety of other age
estimators allow us to investigate a number of interesting topis. The primary
new results from this study are as follows.
(1) An innovative new tehnique using a ombination of CMD and olor
olor diagrams has been developed in order to orret for the extintion toward
eah individual star and to age-date the stellar population. The mean extintion
values for the 50 regions studied in this galaxy are 0.696 (AF336W ), 0.559 (AF438W ),
0.441 (AF555W ), 0.256 (AF814W ) mag, respetively.
(2) The various age estimators (stellar, integrated light, lusters within
the region) show fair orrelations (i.e., between 4.6σ and 5.4σ). This is expeted,
sine many of the regions have a mixture of dierent-aged populations within
them, and eah tehnique uses light from a dierent subset of the stars (e.g., the
stellar age estimates use only bright stars, while integrated light inludes all the
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light). A omparison with previous age estimates by Larsen et al. (2011) shows a
good agreement (see Setion 2.3.2 for details).
(3) Comparisons between the stellar ages and other parameters that are
known to orrelate with age show a range from very good orrelations (e.g., with
red-to-blue ratios: i.e., 7.2σ) and fair orrelations (e.g., Hα morphology with 5.8σ)
to little or no orrelation (e.g., pixel-pixel RMS from Whitmore et al.2011a). This
is expeted for reasons similar to the ones disussed above.
(4) The regions with ages younger than 10 Myr are generally loated along
the ative star-forming regions in the spiral arm. The intermediate age stars
tend to be found downstream (i.e., on the opposite side from the dust lane)
of the spiral arms, as expeted based on density wave models. A more detailed
omparison with models with various other triggering mehanisms (e.g., bars,
density waves, tidal disturbane, and stohastiity; see Dobbs & Pringle 2010) is
in proess by Chandar and Chien for M51 and M83 (R. Chandar & L. Chien 2012,
in preparation).
(5) The loations of WolfRayet soures from Hadeld et al. (2005) are in
broad agreement with the age estimates disussed in the urrent study. The muh
better spatial resolution from HST shows that many of the WolfRayet stars
from ground-based observations are atually young star lusters.
(6) Eets of spatial resolution on the measured olors, magnitudes, and
the derived ages of stars in our M83 images are desribed in Setion 2.7. Based on
a numerial experiment using a star luster NGC2108 in the LMC, we found that
while individual stars an oasionally show measurable dierenes in the olors
and magnitudes, the age estimates for entire regions are only slightly aeted.
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Table 2.1: Properties of the 50 Regions in M83
Reg. R.A.(J200) De.(J2000) Reg. Size Age
man
Age
auto
∆Agea Age
Reg
b
Age
Cl

Pixel-to-Pixel Red-to-blue Hα Ad
V
N
Star
N
Cl
(hh:mm:se) (
◦
:':) (p×p) (Myr) (Myr) (Myr) (Myr) (Myr) RMS Ratio Morphology (Mag)
1 13:36:59.78 −29:52:30.19 310×310 18.0 17.8 1.8 47.9 38.8 0.0582 0.493 5.35 0.288 206 3
2 13:37:01.11 −29:52:21.60 350×290 27.5 31.5 2.2 17.4 51.3 0.0539 0.792 5.35 0.214 231 2
3 13:37:02.40 −29:52:10.72 310×310 22.5 21.9 1.7 28.7 28.7 0.0679 0.817 5.00 0.161 311 5
4 13:37:02.48 −29:52:48.35 250×260 8.5 6.9 0.5  2.2 0.0442 0.171 4.00 0.858 67 4
5 13:37:03.35 −29:52:42.20 240×290 12.5 12.2 1.0 6.6 24.8 0.0566 0.267 5.00 0.677 174 2
6 13:37:04.18 −29:51:56.32 280×210 17.0 22.6 1.1 24.0 30.9 0.0585 0.400 5.25 0.289 132 1
7 13:37:04.07 −29:52:09.72 250×250 6.5 11.3 1.2 4.2 16.9 0.0891 0.306 4.50 0.305 261 9
8 13:37:04.58 −29:52:22.24 250×260 9.0 9.9 0.5 3.5 20.3 0.0718 0.200 4.35 0.369 198 7
9 13:37:05.22 −29:52:41.88 420×280 27.5 22.3 2.9 114.8  0.0349 0.442 5.50 0.542 121 0
10 13:37:05.15 −29:51:43.48 210×170 13.5 10.2 2.6  10.7 0.0638 0.156 4.60 0.726 74 3
11 13:37:05.72 −29:51:57.44 240×250 25.0 26.7 1.0 52.5 12.6 0.0639 0.911 5.00 0.186 174 2
12 13:37:05.80 −29:52:18.88 250×200 6.5 6.5 0.3 2.4 4.2 0.0684 0.136 4.10 0.758 133 4
13 13:37:06.42 −29:52:27.48 340×180 19.0 26.5 1.8 81.2  0.0383 0.632 5.50 0.378 79 0
14 13:37:07.31 −29:52:15.96 440×310 15.5 17.9 0.9 91.2 31.6 0.0562 0.364 5.25 0.475 323 5
15 13:37:07.53 −29:51:40.04 200×180 20.0 10.8 0.5 52.5  0.0686 0.135 5.00 0.322 93 0
16 13:37:08.32 −29:51:42.44 240×300 25.0 15.4 0.6 3.2 2.9 0.0534 0.200 4.10 0.408 108 2
17 13:37:08.31 −29:52:03.56 230×230 20.5 12.9 2.0 32.4 16.9 0.0752 0.377 5.25 0.439 180 4
18 13:37:09.21 −29:51:56.48 230×190 16.5 11.9 0.3 52.5 24.2 0.0928 0.446 4.95 0.204 176 6
19 13:37:08.91 −29:52:17.48 430×180 7.0 8.9 0.5 4.4 4.7 0.0900 0.262 4.65 0.392 288 5
20 13:37:08.62 −29:52:27.07 180×180 10.0 8.3 0.4 0.8 4.3 0.0682 0.188 4.00 0.862 97 2
21 13:37:09.55 −29:52:26.87 320×230 15.5 14.7 0.5 72.4 40.4 0.0939 0.297 5.00 0.303 326 7
22 13:37:10.49 −29:52:24.87 220×320 13.0 9.7 0.6 3.8 21.4 0.0848 0.165 4.60 0.801 248 10
3
7
23 13:37:11.07 −29:52:30.76 110×110 12.5 12.0 0.8 4.6  0.0979 0.080 4.95 0.510 49 0
24 13:37:09.01 −29:52:37.80 190×250 8.0 5.5 0.5  3.4 0.0690 0.079 4.00 0.826 108 3
25 13:37:08.42 −29:52:50.52 180×190 11.5 5.7 1.0 3.2 3.6 0.0497 0.000 3.60 0.627 35 1
26 13:37:11.38 −29:52:48.67 180×260 7.5 14.6 1.1 4.6 23.3 0.0991 0.463 4.50 0.342 224 7
27 13:37:10.73 −29:52:52.56 190×160 8.0 6.6 0.4 4.4 15.3 0.1032 0.157 4.50 0.577 117 6
28 13:37:10.09 −29:52:53.76 160×330 12.0 10.1 0.6  5.2 0.0612 0.214 4.25 1.017 126 1
29 13:37:11.31 −29:53:14.47 180×200 27.5 26.0 1.1 102.3 52.5 0.0659 0.625 5.00 0.243 153 1
30 13:37:10.48 −29:53:14.32 240×310 19.0 22.3 0.8  55.1 0.0632 0.583 5.35 0.317 253 2
31 13:37:09.57 −29:53:16.20 270×510 17.0 14.8 1.2 4.4 12.7 0.0632 0.404 4.50 0.487 401 4
32 13:37:08.02 −29:53:22.28 240×380 22.5 26.7 3.3 57.5 44.7 0.0432 0.618 5.00 0.306 148 3
33 13:37:11.87 −29:53:41.79 370×270 25.0 18.8 0.9 4.4 72.4 0.0690 0.812 5.10 0.217 375 2
34 13:37:10.65 −29:53:40.31 300×330 21.5 14.4 0.3 4.4 25.2 0.0750 0.418 4.65 0.393 425 6
35 13:37:09.54 −29:53:34.48 260×230 10.5 10.1 0.3 1.1 49.3 0.0576 0.377 4.10 0.782 147 2
36 13:37:07.68 −29:53:43.08 390×490 25.0 30.8 4.4 114.8 51.3 0.0450 0.947 5.10 0.286 309 2
37 13:37:08.93 −29:53:51.84 310×510 25.0 28.5 2.2 26.3 64.1 0.0443 1.865 5.35 0.242 287 4
38 13:37:09.80 −29:53:50.39 180×210 10.5 11.8 1.0 2.1 2.0 0.0727 0.610 4.10 0.520 127 1
39 13:37:10.29 −29:54:04.48 260×410 17.0 20.4 1.0 24.0 14.9 0.0825 0.733 5.00 0.174 440 6
40 13:37:09.39 −29:54:07.59 220×180 10.0 9.9 0.6 3.3 4.4 0.0681 0.429 4.50 0.472 124 1
41 13:37:08.60 −29:54:11.04 200×300 15.5 10.4 0.6 50.1 17.4 0.0752 0.453 4.80 0.449 183 1
42 13:37:04.41 −29:54:14.20 230×370 19.0 20.4 1.5 36.3  0.0690 0.825 5.00 0.232 196 0
43 13:37:02.92 −29:54:13.92 250×270 25.0 9.8 0.3 114.8 4.0 0.0516 0.485 5.20 0.300 97 1
44 13:37:02.87 −29:54:00.80 440×260 14.5 16.4 1.0 72.4 5.7 0.0571 0.469 4.95 0.245 224 5
45 13:37:01.77 −29:53:49.24 190×440 6.0 6.7 0.5 5.8 4.6 0.0512 0.179 4.75 0.899 130 6
46 13:37:01.04 −29:53:42.56 220×290 11.5 10.4 0.5  4.0 0.0404 0.600 4.10 0.846 82 1
47 13:37:02.99 −29:53:34.17 250×310 11.0 12.4 1.2 72.4 33.1 0.0455 0.333 5.00 0.427 120 2
3
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e
13:37:01.86 −29:53:20.83 270×290  6.2 0.5  5.0 0.0419 0.242 5.00 0.406 38 83
49 13:37:00.79 −29:53:19.27 330×220 10.0 9.2 0.2 102.3 12.6 0.0333 0.433 5.25 0.507 55 10
50 13:37:01.24 −29:53:09.23 220×220 6.0 8.0 0.5 5.8 27.0 0.0469 0.296 4.35 0.652 72 12
a∆Age
CMD
auto
is the mean value of the unertainties in our age determination. See Setion 2.3.1 for details.
b
Age
Reg
is the region age determined by measuring the olors of the entire regions, and tting SED. See Setion 2.3.4 for details.
c
The luminosity-weighted mean age of lusters in eah region. Age of eah luster is determined by SED tting. See Setion 2.3.3 for details.
d
Average value of the extintions (AV ) measured from the resolved stars in eah region.
e
Region 48 is the nuleus of M83. It is not inluded in the analysis sine the bright bakground results in a ompleteness limit that is more than 2 mag brighter
than other regions.
3
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Table 2.2: Wolf-Rayet Star Candidates in M83
R.A. De. ID Reg No. Age
Reg
X Y Hα
(hh:mm:se) (
◦
:':) (Myr) (Pixel) (Pixel) Feature
13:37:00.41 −29:52:54.1 72   3874 606 Faint
13:37:01.18 −29:52:53.9 73   3618 609 Faint
13:37:01.42 −29:51:25.8 74 4  3512 2821 Strong
13:37:03.06 −29:50:49.5 78 7 4.2 2982 3698 Faint
13:37:04.65 −29:52:47.5 82   2710 772 Strong
13:37:04.65 −29:50:58.4 86 12 2.4 2477 3505 Strong
13:37:07.35 −29:49:39.2 95 20 0.8 1513 3306 Strong
13:37:07.54 −29:52:53.6 96 41 50.1 1552 620 Strong
13:37:07.96 −29:52:07.9 99   1418 1762 Faint
13:37:08.25 −29:51:13.6 100 24  1311 3116 Faint
13:37:08.40 −29:52:54.9 102   1266 588 Strong
13:37:08.53 −29:52:12.0 103 35 1.1 1224 1659 Strong
13:37:08.70 −29:52:28.9 105 38 2.1 1173 1239 Strong
13:37:08.91 −29:52:05.7 106 31 4.4 1101 1818 Faint
13:37:09.02 −29:52:45.2 107 39 24.0 1067 825 No
13:37:09.80 −29:52:36.2 108   820 1049 Strong
13:37:10.42 −29:51:28.0 109 26 4.6 610 2756 Faint
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Figure 2.1: Color omposite of the M83 WFC3 images [Image Credit: Zolt Levay
(STSI)℄. The F336W image is shown in blue, the F502N ([O III℄) image in yan,
the F555W image in green, and the ombined F814W and F657N (Hα) image
in red. The 50 seleted regions are outlined in boxes of three dierent olors
based on the values of Age
CMDauto
determined in this paper (see Setion 2.3.1 for
details). The regions with ages in the range 110Myr are outlined in blue, ages
of 1020Myr in yellow, and ages greater than 20Myr in red.
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Figure 2.2: Image utouts (15.2
′′×13.9′′, 340 p×310 p) of Regions 26 and 27 in
the F555W (top) and the olor-omposite images (bottom). Stars irled in red
have (V − I) >0.8 mag. The postage stamp images on the left arepseudo
mathed andidates, while the images on the right appear to be heavily reddened
(see Setion 2.2.2 for details).
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Figure 2.3: Top: the olormagnitude diagram (CMD) and olorolor diagram
of all stars in our M83 image orreted for Galati foreground extintion but not
for internal extintion. Padova isohrones of logτ (age/yr) = 6.55, 6.85, 7.0, 7.2,
7.5, 7.8, and 8.0 for a metalliity of Z=0.03 (1.5 Z⊙) are overlaid in both panels.
The dashed line in yan represents the 50% photometri ompleteness level. The
arrow in eah panel indiates the diretion of the reddening vetor with RV = 3.1.
Magnitudes are on the Vega sale. The distane modulus (m−M)0 = 28.32 mag
is used to alulate the absolute magnitude MF814W . Bottom: histograms of the
distribution of ages and masses, as determined from the CMD (see Setion 2.3.1
for details). The age quoted in the bottom left panel is the luminosity-weighted
mean age.
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Figure 2.4: Top: the CMD and olorolor diagram of all stars orreted for
the internal extintion determined for eah individual star. The blue and two
red dotted lines indiate boundaries for the loations of stars in the olorolor
diagram unorreted for internal extintion (see Setion 2.2.4 for disussion). Two
arrows in the olorolor diagram show reddening vetors: one with the standard
reddening vetor (RV = 3.1) and the other with the atter reddening vetor
(RV = 5.7) whih appears to be more appropriate for some of the data in the
green triangle (see Setion 2.2.4 for disussion). The dashed line in magenta shows
the MI<−5.5 mag uto used for the AgeCMDauto. Bottom: same as desribed in
Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.5: CMDs, olorolor diagrams, and the image ut-outs of Regions 12 and
7. Data points before and after the individual extintion orretion are plotted as
blak rosses (upper: unorreted) and blue Xs (lower: orreted). The Padova
isohrones in these diagrams are the same as the ones plotted in Figure 2.3. See
Setion 2.2.4 for details.
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Figure 2.6: Same as Figure 2.5 for Regions 29 and 2.
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Figure 2.7: Correlation plots between the ages of the stellar populations in the
50 regions from CMD isohrone tting. Left: orrelation between the manual
ages determined by HK and BCW. Right: orrelation between the average of
manual ages and automati ages (see Setion 2.3.1 for details). The best linear
ts are shown in blak with the signiane of the orrelation in unit of σ (i.e.,
slope/unertainty) in the top left of eah panel. The solid red line is the unity
line.
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Figure 2.8: Histograms of the distribution of ages and masses of the individual
stars in Regions 12, 7, 29, and 2, as determined by the automated isohrone
tting tehnique (see Setion 2.3.1). The age indiated at the top right in eah
age histogram is the luminosity-weighted mean age of all stars with MI<−5.5 in
eah region.
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Figure 2.9: Image utout (18.3
′′×16.9′′, 410 p×380 p) of the area near Region 9
as an example of a eld region with old red giant stars, and a small population
of isolated young blue stars. See Setion 2.3.1 for detail.
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Figure 2.10: Top: orrelations between the ages of stars (Age
CMDauto
) and lusters
(Age
Cl
). Bottom: orrelation between the ages of stars determined by Age
CMDauto
and the integrated light within the region (Age
Reg
). See Setion 2.3.4 for details.
The best linear ts are shown in blak solid line with 5.4σ (top) and 4.6σ (bottom)
orrelations. The red line is the unity line.
50
Figure 2.11: Correlations between the stellar ages (Age
CMDauto
) and the number
ratio of red-to-blue stars (top), Hα morphology (middle), and pixel-to-pixel u-
tuations (bottom) for the 50 seleted regions. See Setion 2.2.4 for details. The
best linear ts are indiated in solid blak line with 7.2σ (top), 5.8σ (middle), and
1.1σ (bottom) orrelations.
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Figure 2.12: Spatial distribution of stars with ages of 110, 1535, and 40100
Myr determined in this study. Eah panel has the same orientation and sale as
Figure 1. The top panel is the youngest group of stars, learly showing that the
stars in these regions are mostly distributed along the ative star-forming region
(i.e., assoiated with the strong Hαemission) in the spiral arms. The stars in the
middle panel tend to be found slightly downstream of the spiral arms while the
older stars are still farther out in the inter-arm regions, as expeted. See Setion
2.2.5 for details.
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Figure 2.13: Distribution of WolfRayet soures in our HST WFC3 M83 images.
The olor image at the enter is the UBV IHα omposite and the image utouts are
the Hα(left or top) and F814W (right or bottom) images for regions AE. The top
right panel is an original nding hart (Hadeld et al. 2005, λ4684 narrowband
FORS2 image) for the region A. Numbers in blue are the IDs of WolfRayet
soures identied by Hadeld et al. (2005).
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Figure 2.14: CMD and olorolor diagram of WolfRayet soures in M83 marked
in Figure 2.13. Three soures (78, 86, 105) irled in both diagrams are identi-
ed as lusters in our M83 WFC3 images. A twie solar metalliity BC09 luster
model (Bruzual & Charlot 2009, private ommuniation; see also Bruzual & Char-
lot 2003) is shown in the right panel (dots), and Padova stellar models (Marigo
et al. 2008) are shown in both panels. No orretion has been made for inter-
nal reddening, whih appears to be minimal for all but one objet. The arrow
indiates the Galati reddening vetor.
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Figure 2.15: HST/ACS images (290′′×290′′, 68 p×68 p) of the ompat star
luster NGC2108 in the LMC: a olor omposite of the F435W, F555W, and
F814W ACS images (left), the F555W ACS image (middle), and the degraded
F555W ACS image (right) by a fator of 100 (from a distane of ∼50 kp to a
distane of ∼5Mp). See Setion 2.2.7 for details.
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Figure 2.16: Image utouts of HST/ACS F555W image of NGC2108. The large
irles in yellow show the 300 pixel aperture (orresponding to a ∼3 pixel aperture
at the distane of M83) entered at the loation determined from the degraded
image in Figure 15. The loation of the dominant star (used to determine the
truth value) is shown in red. See Setion 2.2.7 for details.
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Figure 2.17: Original CMD of Region 3 in M83 (solid points) with the eet of
simulation representing a fator of 100 degradation in spatial resolution (open
points). The Age
CMDauto
of this region hanges from 21.9Myr (determined from
the solid points) to 23.8Myr (from the open points). The dierene in the age
estimates is within ∼ 1 σ error listed in Table 1. See Setion 2.2.7 for detail.
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Chapter 3
MAPPING THE RESOLVED STELLAR POPULATIONS IN METAL-POOR
IRREGULAR NGC 4214
3.1 Overview
A starburst is one of the intense star-forming phenomena lasted over a short
period of time. Dwarf galaxies have limited supplies of gas to sustain this vigorous
ativities over their lifetime. Therefore, most dwarf galaxies and dwarf irregulars
are dominant populations among the starbursting galaxies. Understanding this
type of star formation history (SFH) is more omplex than the SFH of the galaxies
with a ontinuous star-forming ativity. NGC 4214 is the best example in the
ategory of nearby starbursting dwarf galaxies. It is well-studied and lassied as
type IAB(s)m (de Vauouleurs et al. 1991) and SBmIII (Sandage & Bedke 1985)
with a mass of ∼1.5×109M⊙ (Karahentsev et al. 2004). NGC 4214 is known to
be moderately metal-deient with a hint of an abundane gradient measured as
12+log(O/H)= 8.15−8.28 by Kobulniky & Skillman(1996). Notably, this galaxy
has several highly photoionized omplexes near its enter with intense star-forming
ativity.
There have been multiple HST observations on NGC 4214 with the Wide
Field Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2) and the Advaned Camera for Survey (ACS)
overing the near-UV to near-IR to probe these reently formed young popula-
tions along with the old stellar populations (MaKenty et al.2000; Maíz-Apellániz
et al. 2002; Drozdovsky et al. 2002; Úbeda et al. 2007a,b; Williams et al. 2011).
Despite being at a relatively lose distane (Dopita et al. 2010, D=2.98 Mp),
stellar rowding aused by the underlying sheet of old populations in this galaxy
makes the photometri analysis hallenging. The reent installation of the Wide
Field Camera 3 (WFC3) provides a high sensitivity with a panhromati imaging
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apability and a superb angular resolution, whih are ritial for studying the
resolved stellar populations in nearby galaxies.
Here we present the HST/WFC3 observations of NGC 4214 performed as
part of the WFC3 Early Release Siene (ERS) program (ID:11360). The multi-
wavelength photometry of resolved stars in F225W, F336W, F438W, F547M, and
F814W are used to study the spatial distribution of stars with dierent ages.
All magnitudes are measured in the Vega magnitude system. In our previous
work on nearby spiral galaxy M83 (Kim et al. 2012), we demonstrate the varia-
tion of dust extintion in the entral eld of the galaxy and orret the internal
dust extintion for the individual stars. By using a ombined information from
the extintion-orreted olormagnitude and olorolor diagrams, we determine
ages and masses of the individual stars. We estimate their ages and masses by the
stellar spetral energy distribution (SED) tting method newly developed in this
study. The ages from these two dierent measurements are used to understand
the reent star formation history of NGC 4214. The sienti questions addressed
in this study are listed as follows: (1) Is eah of ative star-forming regions orre-
lated with the bar at the enter or any other struture of NGC 4214? (2) How an
we relate the evolution of the galaxy and the history of reent star formation with
the spatial variation map of stellar ages? (3) Do age estimates from the CMD
and SED tting orrelate with number ratios of re-to-blue stars, as they do in the
results of M83 study by Kim et al. (2012)?
This hapter is organized as follows. In Setion 3.2, we desribe the
HST/WFC3 observation, photometri analysis, and the orretions made for the
foreground and internal extintions. Setion 3.3 desribes the CMD and SED
tting methods to estimate the ages and masses of individual stars. In Setion
3.4, we disuss what we learn from the spatial distribution maps of stellar ages
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and how to interpret them to tell the star formation history of NGC 4214. The
main results are summarized in Setion 3.5.
3.2 WFC3 Observations
3.2.1 Data
The HST/WFC3 data observations of NGC 4214 were performed in 2009 De-
ember as part of the WFC3 Siene Oversight Committee (SOC) Early Release
Siene (ERS) program (ID:11360, PI: Robert O'Connell). The data were ob-
tained in seven broadband and seven narrowband lters in the WFC3 UVIS and
IR hannels. Details of the observations are desribed in Dopita et al. (2010) and
J. Andrews et al. (2012, in preparation). In this paper we use ve broadband
observations inluding F225W (1665s), F336W (1683s), F438W (1530s), F547M
(1050s), and F814W (1339s). Although we do not make transformations to the
standard UBVI system, we will refer to these lters as NUV , U , B, V , and I,
respetively. The raw data were proessed through the MULTIDRIZZLE software
(Fruhter et al. 2009; Fruhter & Hook 2002) with a nal pixel sale of 0.0396
′′
,
whih orresponds to 0.568 p pixel
−1
at a distane of 2.98 Mp (Dopita et al.
2010). Eah multidrizzled image is ombined, osmi-ray removed, and distortion-
orreted. At this resolution stars in the ompat star lusters are not resolved
but stars in the eld and the outskirts of the star lusters are generally resolved
into individual stars in this image.
Figure 3.1 is a olor omposite of the F225W, F336W, F547M, F814W
(broadband), and F657N (narrowband; Hα+[NII℄) images. It shows the entral
region (2.9 kp×2.9 kp) of NGC 4214 observed for this program. The bright
star luster in Region 18 is onsidered as the enter of the galaxy in the litera-
ture (Hunter & Gallagher 1986; MaKenty et al. 2000). Our WFC3 images show
detailed feature of resolved stellar populations in NGC 4214. Most of luminous
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blue and red stars are onentrated in the two main star formation omplexes
(Drozdovsky et al. 2002); one near the enter of the Hα avity (super star luster
NGC 4214-I-a (MaKenty et al. 2000)), and the other one looking like a letter
J (the southeast omplex). Due to high rowding, the photometry in these two
regions was hallenging (desribed in Setion 2.2). The yellow boxes overlaid in
Figure 3.1 are an adaptive grid used for detailed study of resolved stellar pop-
ulation in this hapter. We divided the image into individual regions, using an
adaptive grid. The sizes and shapes of eah box grid are determined based on
dierent feature, suh as the strong Hα emission (Regions 6, 13, 14, 20), the OB
assoiation (2,3, 29, 35), and other feature.
3.2.2 Photometry and Artiial Star Tests
We performed Point Spread Funtion (PSF) photometry on the WFC3 NUV ,
U , B, V , and I images using the DoPHOT photometry pakage (Shehter et al.
1993) with modiations made by A. Saha. Details of our photometri analysis
are desribed in Kim et al. (2012) for the ase study of nearby spiral galaxy M83.
We use the same proedure to measure the photometry of stars in NGC 4214.
All magnitudes are alulated using the photometri onversion from ounts per
seond to the VEGAMAG system with the WFC3 UVIS zero-point magnitudes:
NUV=22.40, U=23.46, B=24.98, V=25.81, and I=24.67 mag, provided by STSI.
The measured FWHMs of stars in our WFC3 UVIS images are 0.080
′′
(2.02 pixel)
in NUV, 0.081
′′
(2.05 pixel) in U-, 0.083
′′
(2.11 pixel) in B-, 0.085
′′
(2.14 pixel) in
V-,and 0.088
′′
(2.23 pixel) in I-bands.
To measure the photometri ompleteness, we inserted artiial stars and
measured our ability to detet them as a funtion of magnitude. We applied the
same detetion and photometry proedure as applied to the atual stars. For
eah run of the test 1000 artiial stars were inserted with Gaussian PSFs and
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FWHMs appropriate for these stars at random positions into all ve images. The
magnitude of the inserted stars varied from 22 to 30 mag in steps of 0.25 mag.
Figure 3.2 show the 50% ompleteness levels at 5 σ detetion thresholds for the
ve broadband images of NGC 4214. The limiting magnitudes are 25.2, 26.2,
27.4, 26.7, and 25.8 mag for the NUV , U , B, V , and I images, respetively.
In order to make a multiwavelength master atalog of all objets, we
mathed the individual objets in eah of the NUV -, U-, B-, and V -band atalogs
with the I-band atalog, whih ontains the largest number of objets. We used a
mathing radius of 0.5 pixel to avoid false mathes of two or more lose stars due
to rowding of the eld. This is also beause our WFC3 images have the exel-
lent panhromati sensitivity and spatial resolution on top of the extreme image
rowding. Details of the eet of the image rowding are desribed in Kim et al.
(2012). The nal NUV +UBV I stellar atalog ontains ∼46,000 objets. Note
that the stars in the ompat star lusters are not inluded in our photometri
atalog but the eld stars and the stars loated outskirts of those lusters are.
In Figure 3.3, the top panels are the I versus (V −I) CMD (left) and the
(U−B) versus (V −I) olor-olor diagram (right) of stars in the master atalog
overing all regions. We use these diagrams to determine the ages and masses of
stars using the stellar model isohrones. In this paper we use Padova isohrones
(Marigo et al. 2008; Girardi et al. 2010, 2008; Bertelli et al. 1994) generated from
the Padova database
1
. Sine NGC 4214 is known as a moderately metal-deient
galaxy, with a metalliity of 12+log(O/H)=8.158.28 (Kobulniky & Skillman
1996), whih is about Z = 0.34Z⊙ = 0.006, the Padova isohrones used in this
work are with the metalliity of Z = 0.006, ranging in age from 1 Myr to 12.6 Gyr.
The isohrones plotted in Figure 3.3 are in the age range of 5 Myr to 5 Gyr. We
1
CMD version 2.3; http://stev.oapd.inaf.it/gi-bin/md
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adopt the distane of 2.98±0.13 Mp (Dopita et al. 2010) estimated from the
Planetary Nebulae Luminosity Funtion (PNLF) tehnique and the tip of the
RGB method (Maíz-Apellániz et al. 2002; Dalanton et al. 2009), in order to
alulate the absolute magnitude plotted on the right axis of the CMD. It shows
the typial harateristis of the CMDs of other dwarf galaxies, with a presene
of both old and young populations inluding the high onentration of stars in 0.8
< (V −I)< 2.5 mag, alled red tangle (Drozdovsky et al. 2002). The diagram
is populated with RGB, AGB, and He-burning blue-loop stars. The CMD also
shows the young blue population with (V −I)< 0.3 mag.
3.2.3 Extintion Corretions
In the previous study on the nearby spiral galaxy M83, we found that in ative
star-forming regions in the galaxy, stars are partially obsured by dust and or-
reting only for a uniform foreground extintion does often result in overestimates
or underestimates of ages and masses of individual stars. Although Galati fore-
ground extintion for NGC 4214 is negligibly small AV = 0.06 mag (Shlegel
et al.1998), internal extintion for the entral part of NGC 4214 is very unertain
with large disrepanies in the values from E(B − V ) = 0.09 mag (Sargent &
Filippenko 1991) up to E(B − V ) = 0.28 mag (Mass-Hesse & Kunth 1999). In
the olor-olor diagram in the top right panel of Figure 3.3, we notie that the
majority of stars in the range of -0.5<(V −I)<0.3 and -1.8<(U−B)<1.0 math
the model isohrones quite well, while the rest of stars are found redward of the
models. In our previous work (Kim et al. 2012), we have used the reddening-free
Q parameter and developed the star-by-star orretion tehnique for the internal
extintion in M83. We apply the same orretion method to alulate and orret
the internal extintion of individual stars in NGC 4214 to get better estimates of
stellar ages and masses.
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In the bottom two panels of Figure 3.3, eah data point of the CMD and
olor-olor diagram is orreted for the internal extintion in NGC 4214. The
arrows in both panels are the reddening vetors of RV = 3.1. We do not apply
our orretion method for stars redder than 1.2 in (V −I) olor, or above the red
dotted line shown in the bottom right panel of Figure 3.3, sine some of these red
stars ould have been mismathed due to the rowding, and for the stars above
the dotted line we do not have a valid Q value to math with (see the detailed
disussion in Kim et al. (2012)). Note that the majority of AGB and RGB stars
in the red tangle in the CMD are not inluded in the olorolor diagrams, sine
they are intrinsially faint in U and we would not be able to orret for the internal
reddening for these stars. Fortunately, the younger regions that have the most
dust generally have few of these red giant stars. By the time the stars are evolved
to the AGB stage, those regions have had time to lear out most of the dust. The
extintion orreted olorolor diagram shows a relatively narrow distribution of
data points along the blue side of the isohrones in the (U−B) range of -0.8 to
0.2 mag. The internal extintions and olor exesses averaged over all stars are
AF225W = 0.698, AF336W = 0.660, AF438W = 0.530, AF547M = 0.402, AF814W =
0.243, and 0.130 and 0.160 mag in (U − B) and (V − I) olors, respetively.
3.3 Age-Dating Populations in NGC 4214
In this setion we desribe two dierent methods of age-dating stellar populations
in NGC 4214. For both of these methods, we use the same photometri atalog
(see Setion 2) of individual stars in the eld and the outskirts of the star lusters,
where stars are resolved. In Figure 3.1, we divide our WFC3 NGC 4214 into a 38
box-grid, sine we are interested in spatial variations of stellar population along
with the ages and masses of individual stars.
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3.1 CMD Fitting
We estimated the ages and masses of individual stars in our atalog by the CMD
tting age-dating method desribed in Kim et al. (2012). The basi idea of this
method is nding the losest math in both age and mass for eah star by om-
paring the extintion orreted I magnitude and (V −I) olor with the stellar
isohrones. Figure 3.4 show the distribution of ages and masses of all stars. We
estimate the age averaged over all stars with the I-band magnitude bright than
-5.5 mag to alulate a luminosity-weight mean age, shown at the top right of the
left panel in this gure. One we get the mathed age and mass for eah star,
we also alulate the luminosity-weighted average of stars in eah grid box shown
in Figure 3.1. Again, we only used the stars brighter than MI=-5.5 mag to our
alulation to avoid stars older than ∼500 Myr and get the age estimate weighted
more on the younger populations in eah region. This is the same magnitude ut
used in the M83 study (Kim et al. 2012). The result of the average ages of the 38
grid boxes is desribed in Table 3.1. These luminosity-weighted ages are more ap-
propriate for omparing with other ages or age-orrelated parameters suh as ages
of star lusters or stellar groupings, and Hα morphology, whih will be disussed
in the future paper by C. Kaleida et al. (2012 in preparation).
Figure 3.5 shows the CMDs and olorolor diagrams of Regions 6, 14, 35,
and 23. The data points in eah plot are all extintion orreted. The isohrones
and the reddening vetors are the same as in Figure 3.3. A ursory glane at these
plots show the several dierenes. The younger regions (Regions 6 and 14) ontain
more of blue main sequene stars and also larger numbers of upper MS stars. In
omparison the CMDs of Regions 35 and 23 show stronger enhanement in the
old populations (red tangle in (Drozdovsky et al.2002)). Eah region appears to
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ontain multiple populations, strongly ontaminated by the underlying sheet of
old populations. This makes our luminosity-weighted ages skew to the older ages
than we expeted from a omparison to the ages we determined for the 50 seleted
regions in M83 (Kim et al. 2012). As shown in the left panels of age histograms
in Figure 3.6, the age sequene of these four regions is not as expeted. Region 6
with the J feature shows strong Hα emmision in Figure 3.1 and it is expeted
to be the youngest region among the four regions. The average age determined
for Region 6 is 19.2 Myr, while the age of Region 14 (entral super star luster
omplex) is 17.4 Myr. We think this reverse age sequene between Region 6 and
14 is aused by the underlying old populations inluded in the alulation. Region
6 ontains more eld stars, while Region 14 is mostly made up of the young blue
giant stars loated in the big Hα avity.
In the olumn 6 of Table 3.1 we also listed the number ratio of red-to-blue
giants using the stars above the magnitude ut of MI = −5.5 mag. Regions 28
and 38 have no blue stars above the magnitude ut. The luminosity-weighted ages
and the red-to-blue star fration show a positive orrelation, as we nd the same
result from the M83 study.
3.2 Stellar SED Fitting
Here we present a new method of age determination by the stellar Spetral Energy
Distribution (SED) tting to a set of stellar SED models. The model SEDs that
are used for the Padova isohrones are distributed along with the isohrones used
in our CMD age-dating in the previous setion. The broad-band photometry is t
to the model SED where the only free parameter is the normalization. The best
t SED is hosen by the one that minimized the χ2 statisti for eah star. The
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χ2 is dened by:
χ2 =
∑
i
(
Di −Mi
σi
)2
(3.1)
where Di is data ux in ith band, Mi is model ux, and σi is photometri error.
Note that we do not t the integrated ux of multiple stars or star luster made
of a single stellar population, but t the individual stellar ux to the model SED.
The rst step of the stellar SED tting method is to onvert the magnitude to
the ux for stars with the ve-band (NUV and UBV I) photometry. About 3500
stars with NUV +UBV I photometry are used to our alulation. The Padova
model isohrones in NUV and UBV I lters with the age range from 1 Myr to
10 Gyr are also onverted to the ux unit. We then perform a χ2 t between the
observations and the model SEDs and selet the model with the minimum χ2 as
the best-t age, mass, and other properties (e.g., temperature, gravitation). The
SED t of eah star will be inluded in the eletroni version of this paper. In
Setion 4, we show the age and mass distributions from our SED tting method.
3.4 Disussion
We investigate the age distribution of individual stars determined by the CMD
and SED tting methods in order to get insights into the star formation history
of NGC 4214. As desribed in Setion 1, NGC 4214 is lassied as type SBmIII
by Sandage & Bedke (1985), and also widely known as a nearby dwarf irregular
IAB(s)m (de Vauouleurs et al. 1991). The H I distribution obtained from the
Owens Valley Radio Observatory's millimeter array (OVRO) observations shows
a large sale of dierent struture inluding H I holes and shells, and a hint of a
bar and multiple spiral strutures in NGC 4214 (Walter et al. 2001). Although
our WFC3 images only overing the entral 3 kp by 3 kp area of the galaxy
make the diret omparison hard, we an still nd the assoiated strutures in our
WFC3 eld. The J region and two super star lusters at the enter of Figure 3.1
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are loated in the two lumpy zones with high density of H I gas, whih may be
the major soure produing sporadi generations of young stars in these regions.
These stars are younger than the stellar bakground.
In Dobbs & Pringle (2010) they developed the models of spatial distribu-
tions of star lusters with dierent ages in spiral and barred galaxies. Aording to
their study, younger stars are primarily assoiated with the spiral arms or barred
struture, with the older stars (> 100 Myr) downstream in the interarm regions.
As expeted we nd that the young stars in our WFC3 eld of NGC 4214 show
the similar distributions. Figures 3.7 and 3.8 are the distributions of resolved stars
with ages determined by the CMD and stellar SED tting methods in the Setion
3. Note that the age ranges in the four panels in these two gures are slightly
dierent due to the fat that the SED tting is more sensitive to the NUV and
U-band uxes from the youngest populations. Both gures learly show that the
youngest group (<10 Myr) of stars are mostly distributed along the entral bar
struture and also assoiated with the regions (two super star lusters and the J
region) with the strong Hα emission. The stars in the intermediate ages tend to
be more spread out to the eld, while the oldest group of stars (underlying sheet
of old populations) are found aross the entire eld. These diagrams also support
for the senario that the stars form in lusters in spiral arms or barred strutures,
and then they dissolved to the eld.
3.5 Summary
We analyze the multi-band HST/WFC3 ERS observations of NGC 4214 to de-
termine the ages of resolved stellar populations. We have used the CMD and
olorolor diagram along with the stellar model isohrones and developed the
new age-dating method by the individual stellar SED tting. NGC 4214 is a
dwarf irregular galaxy learly showing the presene of multiple stellar population
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features, inluding reently formed main-sequene stars, two distint branhes of
He-burning blue-loop giants, and a large population of shell-burning red-giant
stars. The results of this study is summarized as follows:
(1) The star-by-star extintion orretion methods developed in the pre-
vious study (Kim et al. 2012) are applied to NGC 4214, showing the signiant
amount of internal extintions in UBV I photometri system. The mean extin-
tion values of this galaxy are AF336W = 0.660, AF438W = 0.530, AF547M = 0.402,
AF814W = 0.243 mag, respetively.
(2) We develop a new age-dating tehnique using the individual stellar
SED tting in order to estimate the ages and masses of stars with the ve-band
photometry. This method is relatively more sensitive to the luminous stars in
NUV , and uses all ve bands at one.
(3) The WFC3 eld of NGC 4214 is divided into the 38 adaptive grid boxes
in order to ompare our stellar ages from the CMD and SED tting to other age
indiators. In this paper we show the positive orrelation between stellar ages and
the number ratio of red-to-blue stars.
(4) The age distributions determined from both CMD and SED age-dating
methods show that the youngest group of stars is generally loated along the
ative star-forming regions in the entral bar area, This supports for the model
distributions of star lusters in spiral and barred galaxies by Dobbs & Pringle
(2010).
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Figure 3.1: Color omposite of the entral 2.9 kp×2.9 kp of the NGC 4214
WFC3 images [Image Credit: Zolt Levay (STSI)℄. The ombined F225W and
F336W images are in blue, the F547M in green, and the ombined F814W and
F657N (Hα) image in red. The 38 adaptive box-grid is outlined in yellow.
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Figure 3.2: Completeness of stellar photometry for WFC3/UVIS images used in
this study. Completeness was determined by inserting artiial stars with the
magnitude range from 22 to 30 mag in Vega magnitude system. See Setion 3.2.2
for more details.
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Figure 3.3: Top: the olormagnitude diagram (CMD) and olorolor diagram
of all stars in our NGC 4214 image orreted for Galati foreground extintion.
Padova isohrones of age = 5, 10, 30, 50, 100, 500 Myr, and 1, and 5 Gyr for
a metalliity of Z=0.006 (0.3 Z⊙) are overlaid in both panels. The dashed line
in magenta represents the 50% photometri ompleteness level. The arrow in
eah panel indiates the diretion of the reddening vetor with RV = 3.1. All
magnitudes are in Vega magnitude system. We use the distane modulus (m −
M)0 = 27.37mag (Dopita et al.2010) to alulate the absolute magnitudeMF814W .
Bottom: the CMD and olorolor diagram of all stars orreted for the internal
extintion determined for eah individual star. The blue and two red dotted
lines indiate boundaries for the loations of stars in the olorolor diagram
unorreted for internal extintion (see Setion 2.2.3 for disussion).
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Figure 3.4: Histograms of stellar ages and masses determined from the CMD age-
dating method (see Setion 3.1 for details). The luminosity-weighted age averaged
over all stars is at the top right in the left panel of this gure.
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Figure 3.5: CMDs, olor-olor diagrams of Regions 6, 14, 35, and 23. Eah data
point is extintion orreted by the method desribed in Setion 3.2.3. The Padova
isohrones in these diagrams are the same as the ones plotted in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.6: Histograms of the distribution of ages and masses of the individual
stars in Regions 6, 14, 35, and 23, as determined by the automated CMD age-
dating method (see Setion 3.3.1). The age at the top right in eah age histogram
is the luminosity-weighted mean age of all stars in eah region.
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Figure 3.7: AgeCMD distribution of stars in our WFC3 eld outlined in grey. Ages
are determined using the extintion-orreted CMD and the model isohrones in
Figure 3.3. Eah panel has the same orientation and sale as Figure 3.1. The top
panels are the youngest (age < 10 Myr) and the seond youngest (10 ≤ age < 35
Myr) groups of stars, learly showing that the stars in these regions are mostly
distributed along the ative star-forming region (i.e., assoiated with the strong
Hα emission) in the entral bar of the galaxy. The stars in the bottom left
panel (35 ≤ age < 100 Myr) tend to show less lustered feature and more evenly
distributed, exept the loosely bound OB assoiations in the north part of the
image. See Setions 3.1 for details.
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Figure 3.8: Spatial distribution of stars with ages determined from the SED tting
method. Due to the smaller number of stars with all ve-band photometry used
in the SED tting, fewer objets (∼3500 total) are shown in eah panel. Note
that we use age ranges dierent from the ones used in Figure 3.7. The top left
panel is the youngest (age < 5 Myr) group of stars, showing the enhanement
of stars distributed in the southern part of the entral bar and the stars in the
star-forming region in the west side of the image. The top right panel is the stars
with ages of 5 to 10 Myr, learly showing that stars in the super star luster of
the enter and in the OB assoiation are not far from their birthplae assoiated
with the strong Hα emission.
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Table 3.1: Properties of the 38 Regions in NGC 4214
Region R.A.(J200) Del.(J2000) Region Size AgeCMD Red-to-blue N
a
Star
AV
(hh:mm:se) (
◦
:':) (p×p) (Myr) (Mag)
1 12:15:45.832 +36:18:48.95 568×454 65.1 6.00 14 0.000
2 12:15:42.556 +36:18:40.05 568×426 44.7 3.00 84 0.084
3 12:15:39.280 +36:18:37.08 568×511 23.0 1.43 56 0.082
4 12:15:35.512 +36:18:29.16 738×454 37.5 1.56 23 0.036
5 12:15:41.901 +36:19:09.75 227×426 25.1 1.36 78 0.157
6 12:15:40.590 +36:19:09.75 227×426 19.2 1.75 132 0.129
7 12:15:38.788 +36:19:09.75 398×426 28.6 1.79 67 0.072
8 12:15:36.822 +36:19:04.80 284×568 32.3 2.60 18 0.035
9 12:15:34.201 +36:19:04.80 625×568 56.0 3.18 46 0.021
10 12:15:45.833 +36:19:24.59 568×568 61.4 3.00 16 0.014
11 12:15:43.375 +36:19:19.64 284×710 50.7 4.00 25 0.052
12 12:15:41.737 +36:19:34.50 284×284 19.8 2.86 27 0.157
13 12:15:40.345 +36:19:34.50 199×284 12.5 1.26 113 0.203
14 12:15:39.198 +36:19:34.50 199×284 17.4 1.51 168 0.186
15 12:15:36.822 +36:19:34.50 284×284 100.0 5.00 18 0.000
16 12:15:34.856 +36:19:34.50 398×284 31.8 1.20 22 0.092
17 12:15:39.771 +36:19:54.30 398×284 23.2 1.74 63 0.157
18 12:15:38.133 +36:19:44.40 170×568 21.7 2.42 89 0.158
19 12:15:36.822 +36:19:54.30 284×284 57.3 4.67 34 0.028
20 12:15:34.856 +36:19:54.30 398×284 10.8 0.64 36 0.224
21 12:15:32.562 +36:19:44.39 398×568 59.2 2.75 15 0.166
22 12:15:44.523 +36:20:04.19 568×568 50.1 9.00 20 0.031
23 12:15:41.901 +36:20:04.19 341×568 60.2 7.00 24 0.016
24 12:15:40.099 +36:20:14.10 284×284 52.7 7.00 8 0.000
25 12:15:38.460 +36:20:14.10 284×284 33.9 2.38 27 0.069
26 12:15:36.822 +36:20:14.10 284×284 38.3 3.00 32 0.117
27 12:15:35.183 +36:20:14.10 284×284 33.4 2.25 26 0.043
28 12:15:33.544 +36:20:14.10 284×284 171.7  6 0.000
29 12:15:38.460 +36:20:33.90 284×284 17.5 1.18 37 0.139
30 12:15:36.822 +36:20:33.90 284×284 40.4 2.44 31 0.216
31 12:15:35.183 +36:20:33.90 284×284 59.2 2.00 15 0.148
32 12:15:33.544 +36:20:33.90 284×284 10.3 0.33 4 0.133
33 12:15:43.868 +36:20:43.80 454×568 50.8 1.40 12 0.000
34 12:15:40.919 +36:20:43.80 568×568 23.0 1.86 40 0.130
35 12:15:37.641 +36:20:59.64 568×454 57.0 3.56 73 0.026
36 12:15:34.363 +36:20:55.67 568×341 61.6 2.00 15 0.087
37 12:15:31.578 +36:20:33.89 398×852 43.9 5.00 6 0.051
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38 12:15:41.902 +36:21:15.48 909×341 77.1  9 0.000
a
Total number of stars used in the luminosity-weighted average age alulation.
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Chapter 4
EXTREMELY METAL-POOR DWARF GALAXY CGCG 269-049
4.1 Overview
A small fration of starforming dwarf galaxies in the loal universe had oxygen
to hydrogen abundane ratios of 12 + log(O/H) < 7.65 in their emission-line gas,
with an implied metalliity below ∼10% of the solar value (e.g., Kniazev et al.
2003; Izotov et al. 2006; Pustilnik & Martin 2007; Izotov & Thuan 2007). It is
reasonable to hypothesize that suh extremely metal-poor galaxies (XMPGs) are
young objets, forming their rst generation of stars, and onsiderable eort has
reently been devoted to testing this hypothesis by studying the stellar populations
of XMPGs inluding the prototype objet, I Zw 18.
While most XMPGs have been found to ontain evolved stars (e.g., Aloisi
et al. 2005; Corbin et al. 2006; see also the reviews by Kunth & Östlin 2000
and Kunth & Östlin 2007), the results for I Zw 18 itself have been ontroversial,
with some studies based on deep Hubble Spae Telesope imaging reporting no
stars older than ∼1 Gyr (Izotov & Thuan 2004; Östlin & Mouhine 2005), while
subsequent analyses of the Izotov & Thuan (2004) data and more reent HST
observations indiate the presene of red giant stars in the galaxy (Momany et al.
2005; Aloisi et al. 2007). Both possibilities for the nature of XMPGs (evolved or
non-evolved) have important impliations for models of galaxy formation, whih
motivates the detailed study of more members of this lass. In partiular, the
resolution of individual stars by HST imaging is the best way to establish the
presene or absene of an evolved population.
At shorter infrared wavelengths (< 10 µm), Spitzer Spae Telesope pho-
tometry also helps onstrain the age of their stellar populations, and at longer
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infrared wavelengths Spitzer photometry is important for assessing the dust on-
tent of the galaxies, whih both aets their optial photometry and arries im-
pliations for their star formation histories.
With these motivations we have obtained deep HST and Spitzer images of
the galaxy CGCG 269-049, identied as an XMPG by Kniazev et al. (2003), who
measure a value of 12 + log(O/H) = 7.43 ± 0.06 from its Sloan Digital Sky Sur-
vey spetrum. CGCG 269-049 is an isolated low-surfae brightness dwarf galaxy
with g = 15.75 and z = 0.00052 (Kniazev et al. 2003), plaing it at a distane of
only 4.7 ± 0.4 Mp after orretion to the frame of the Cosmi Mirowave Bak-
ground (assuming H0 = 73 km s
−1 Mpc−1, ΩM = 0.27, ΩΛ = 0.73; Spergel et al.
2007). This distane presents an exellent opportunity to study CGCG 269-049
in detail. Most importantly, it allows the resolution of its stars with the HST
Advaned Camera for Surveys High Resolution Channel. The galaxy also has a
major axis diameter of approximately 30
′′
, allowing it to be resolved by the Spitzer
Infrared Array Camera (IRAC) and Multiband Imaging Photometer (MIPS). A
olor omposite image of CGCG 269-049 from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey is
shown in Figure 4.1; a population of evolved stars is not obviously present. H I
observations of CGCG 269-049 reveal a semi-ordered veloity eld and a symmet-
ri H I envelope extending ≈ 2.3 Holmberg radii beyond the galaxy's optial disk
(Begum et al. 2005). These authors also measure a dynamial mass for the galaxy
of only 1.2 × 108 M⊙. The symmetry of the H I envelope argues against the pos-
sibility that the galaxy's urrent star formation has been triggered by interation
with a neighbor, although it is only approximately 14.5 kp from the dwarf galaxy
UGC 7298, and is a member of the Canes Venatii I galaxy loud (see Begum et
al. 2005). Most of the star formation in the galaxy is also onentrated in a star
luster near the galaxy's nominal enter (Figure 4.1), hereafter referred to as the
Central Cluster.
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In the following setions we present our Spitzer and HST observations
of CGCG 269-049, inluding a stellar olor-magnitude diagram from the HST
photometry that learly shows the presene of asymptoti giant branh and red
giant branh stars in the galaxy, with ages up to ∼10 Gyr. We onlude with a
disussion of these results in the ontext of reent models of the origin of the global
galaxy mass / metalliity relation and dwarf galaxy formation. In the following
alulations we assume a distane of 4.9 ± 0.2 Mp to the galaxy, measured from
the magnitude of the tip of the RGB we detet in its olor-magnitude diagram
(Setion 4.2.4).
4.2 Observations
4.2.1 Spitzer Images and Photometry
CGCG 269-049 was observed by the Spitzer IRAC and MIPS instruments on UT
12/24/2005 and 12/6/2005, respetively. The total integration times were 3701s
(IRAC) and 6322s (MIPS). The galaxy was deteted in all four IRAC bands
(3.6 µm, 4.5 µm, 5.8 µm, and 8.0 µm) and in the MIPS 24 µm and 70 µm bands,
but not the 160 µm band. Figure 4.1 shows the images of these galaxies in four
of these bands. The images reveal a progressive derease in the stellar ux of the
galaxy in the regions away from the Central Cluster with inreasing wavelength,
and a gradual inrease in the emission from the Central Cluster, whih beomes
strongest at 24 µm and 70 µm (ompare to Figure 4.1). This likely represents
the deline of the stellar ontinuum emission beyond ∼10 µm and the inrease of
thermal dust emission and possibly Polyaromati Hydroarbon (PAH) emission
from the Central Cluster. Similar spatial orrelation between emission above
∼10 µm and star-forming regions deteted at optial wavelengths is seen in Spitzer
images of other nearby galaxies (e.g., Jakson et al. 2006; Barmby et al. 2006;
Cannon et al. 2006; Hinz et al. 2006). No signiant emission beyond the Central
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Cluster is deteted in the MIPS bands, whih is likely due to the lak of hot stars
in the region (Setion 4.2.3).
Photometry was performed on these images with the IRAF polyphot
task, using omparable polygonal apertures for all images to inlude the ux from
the entire galaxy. The measured uxes are given in Table 4.1. Figure 4.3 presents
the resulting spetral energy distribution (SED). The SED is well-tted by the
ombination of a Bruzual & Charlot (2003) stellar population synthesis model at
the shorter wavelengths, and a Draine & Li (2007) thermal dust emission spetrum
at longer wavelengths, inluding a signiant ontribution to the ux at 8.0 µm
from PAH emission. The Bruzual & Charlot (2003) model that best ts the
IRAC uxes is an instantaneous burst with a Chabrier initial mass funtion, a
metalliity of 0.02 Z⊙, no internal extintion, and an age of 10 Gyr. We note,
however, that the same model with an age of 1 Gyr also ts the data to within
the estimated errors, so ages in the range of ∼1  10 Gyr are also possible, in
addition to the newly-formed stars. This nonetheless provides the rst evidene
of evolved stars within the galaxy. The Draine & Li (2007) model that best ts
the data has a dust omposition based on that of the Large Magellani Cloud,
and a range of the parameter U = 5  104 , where U represents the intensity of
the radiation eld inident on the dust in units of the ambient radiation eld in
the solar neighborhood. The implied dust temperature from the tted urve is 72
± 10 K.
4.2.2 Estimate of Dust Mass
We estimate the total mass of dust from the tted dust emission spetrum using
equation (31) of Draine & Li (2007) and assuming a value of the ratio of the
total dust mass to the total mass in H I. We speially use the mean value of
this ratio, 2 × 10−4, from the sample of 16 Blue Compat Dwarf Galaxies studied
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by Hirashita, Tajiri, & Kamaya (2002), whih gives Mdust ≈ 3× 10
3M⊙. Suh a
value is roughly onsistent with the amount of dust expeted to be produed by
the Central Cluster over its lifetime. Speially, models of the dust prodution of
primordial galaxies by Morgan & Edmunds (2003) predit the formation of suh
dust masses within ∼ 107yr of the onset of star formation (see their Figure 8),
whih is omparable to the age of the entral luster implied by the presene of its
OB stars. Morgan & Edmunds (2003) assume a star formation rate of 1M⊙ yr
−1
,
whih we an ompare with an estimate of the urrent SFR of CGCG 269-049
from its 8.0 µm luminosity using the alibration of Wu et al. (2005). We nd from
this alibration a SFR of ≈ 0.2 M⊙ yr
−1
, suggesting a higher SFR for the luster
in the reent past, but note also the large unertainty in this alibration (see Wu
et al. 2005 and Calzetti et al. 2007). The galaxy's SDSS spetrum was obtained
from a 3
′′
diameter ber entered on the Central Cluster, and so a value of the
SFR estimated from the H line of this spetrum would be an underestimate.
As another hek of the dust ontent of CGCG 269049, we measure the
Balmer derement in its Sloan Digital Sky Survey spetrum. This spetrum
was taken through a 3
′′
aperture entered on the Central Cluster. We measure
fλ(Hα)/fλ(Hβ) = 2.93± 0.05, with an assoiated E(B − V ) value of 0.056 mag,
orresponding to AV ≈ 0.2 mag under the assumption of a Large Magellani
Cloud extintion urve (Gordon et al. 2003). We use this value and assoiated
AI and E(V − I) values to orret our HST photometry for internal reddening,
noting that the extintion in the areas away from the Central Cluster may dier.
4.2.3 HST/ACS Data
CGCG 269-049 was imaged by the HST Advaned Camera for Surveys / High
Resolution Channel (ACS/HRC) on UT 11/2/2006 under GO program 10843.
The lters and exposure times were F330W (2000s), F550M (6320s), F814W
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(2120s), and F658N (2192s). The broadband lters were seleted to over a wide
wavelength range and also to avoid strong emission lines inluding [O III℄ λλ
4959, 5007, while the F658N lter inludes Hα and the underlying stellar ontin-
uum. The exposure times were hosen to detet individual red giants stars at the
distane to the galaxy estimated from its redshift (Setion 4.1). The raw data
were proessed with the standard ACS On-The-Fly-Realibration Pipeline using
the multidrizzling proess. A orretion for Galati foreground extintion was
applied to the image ux levels using the values of Shlegel et al. (1998).
A olor omposite of the F330W, F550M, and F814W images is shown in
Figure 4.4. Individual stars of varying olors are learly resolved. The Central
Cluster is revealed to be more of a loose assoiation dominated by the emission
from ∼20 OB stars. A faint bakground galaxy appears to be present approxi-
mately 6
′′
SE of the Central Cluster. This region was exluded from the stellar
photometry, as was the area around the oronagraphi nger of the amera seen
near the bottom of the gure, and the edges of the images.
A portion of the F658N image is shown in Figure 4.5. The Hα emission is
onentrated around the Central Cluster, with what may be a single O9 star at
the luster enter appearing to dominate the ionization. With the exeption of
its southwestern portion (possibly beause of dust extintion), the emission is re-
markably irular, indiative of a lassial Strömgren sphere. This ontrasts with
the more lamentary appearane of ionized gas in superwinds from starburst
galaxies (see the review by Veilleux, Ceil, & Bland-Hawthorn 2005). Although
we lak data on the gas kinematis, the morphology and small size of the ionized
volume do not indiate that a signiant amount of gas is being driven from the
Central Cluster. We additionally nd no lear evidene of supernova remnants
beyond the Central Cluster in this image.
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4.2.4 Photometry from HST Images
Point-Spread Funtion (PSF) photometry was performed using the DAOPHOT
pakage (IRAF version 2.12.2). A master atalog of the point soures in eah im-
age was reated through a three-step proess with progressively fainter deteting
thresholds of 15, 10, and 5 sigma, where sigma is the standard deviation measured
from the histogram of the sky bakground pixels. Detetion thresholds below 5
sigma were not used in this study beause the stars in CGCG 269-049 are rowded
and fainter thresholds did not reliably detet additional stars. In the seond and
the third steps, we used the residual images produed from the previous step after
subtration of the previously found brighter stars.
The PSFs used are a ombination of an analytial base-funtion and an
empirial image that desribes the dierene between a omposite stellar image
and the best-t base-funtion. Sine the sampling of the PSF diers in F330W,
F550M, and F814W, to minimize the residuals, we used dierent base-funtions:
Gaussian for F330W and F550M and Moat15 for F814W. The residual images
show that most of the point soures had been leanly subtrated out from the
original images. After the third and nal step, only a few stars that were aeted
by bad pixels or residuals from osmi ray hits remain. This proess also revealed
a omponent of unresolved stars underlying the resolved soures. All magnitudes
were plaed on a Vega sale, using equation (4) of Sirianni et al. (2005) and
updated zero-points from the ACS website
1
; they are 22.907, 24.392 and 24.861 for
the F330W, F550M, and F814W images, respetively. These zero points assume
an aperture of 5.5
′′
, and our magnitudes were orreted aordingly, using the
results of Sirianni et al. (2005).
1
http://www.stsi.edu/hst/as/analysis/zeropoints
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Figure 4.6a presents a olor-magnitude diagram (CMD) from the ross-
mathed lists of magnitudes in the F550M and F814W lters. We only plot
magnitudes with formal 1σ errors less than 0.2 mag. The CMD indiates the
presene of a red giant branh, along with asymptoti giant branh stars and
arbon stars. The stars near the 50% ompleteness limit shown on the plot are
most likely to be dust-reddened post-AGB or arbon stars. These stars were
visually veried to be genuine detetions, and are distributed roughly uniformly
over the portion of the galaxy imaged.
We estimate a distane to the galaxy from the apparent F814W magnitude
of the tip of the red giant branh (TRGB), 24.5 ± 0.1, and the assumption of M(I)
= −4.05 for the TRGB of metal-poor systems (Da Costa & Armandro 1990).
Transforming the F814W magnitude to I (equation 12 and Table 23 of Sirianni
et al. 2005) yields a distane of 4.9 ± 0.2 Mp, in agreement with the value esti-
mated from CGCG 269-049's redshift (Setion 4.1). We overplot the theoretial
isohrones alulated for ACS/HRC and these lters from the Padova database
(http://pleiadi.pd.astro.it/iso_photsy.02/iso_as_hr/index.html; see also Gi-
rardi et al. 2002), assuming a distane of 4.9 ± 0.2 Mp and a metalliity of Z =
0.0004 . Good agreement is seen between the individual isohrones and the vari-
ous branhes of the CMD. Notably, the reddest RGB stars in the galaxy appear to
be ∼10 Gyr old. This CMD is similar to that obtained by Aloisi et al. (2005) for
the XMPG SBS 1415+437 using ACS/WFC and the F606W and F814W lters.
Figure 4.6b plots the F330W  F550M and F550M  F814W olors for the
relatively small number of stars deteted in the F330W lter. This omparison
provides a hek on the auray of the isohrone tting to the CMD by inluding
the F330W magnitudes. Speially, the blue horizontal branh loops in the
isohrones seen in Figure 4.6a produe a nearly linear feature in this olor spae
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that ts the data very well. If systemati errors were present in our photometry or
in the isohrone tting they would likely be evident on one or both of Figures 4.6a
and 4.6b, but the orrespondene of the data and isohrones indiates otherwise.
To assess the ompleteness of the PSF-tting, we inserted 100 artiial
stars at random positions into the atual images for all three lters. For eah l-
ter, we repeated this task 32 times, using dierent PSF funtions suh as Gaussian,
Moat15, Moat25, and the Auto funtion dened in the IRAF task `daopars'.
The magnitude of the inserted stars was varied from 21 to 29 in steps of 0.25
mag. Therefore, total number of trials was 544 times for eah lter. The reovery
of artiial stars was performed with the same three-step proess with whih we
measured the atual stars. The results are shown in Figure 4.7, where it an be
seen that the 50% (90%) ompleteness levels are reahed at magnitudes of ap-
proximately 25.3, 27.2, 26.7 (24.8, 26.6, 26.0) for the F330W, F550M, and F814W
lters, respetively. The F330W image was not deep enough to reover stars to
the faint limits reahed in the F550M and F814W images. Of the three lters,
F550M eetively is the deepest image with a ompleteness limit approahing 27
mag. The F814W photometry reahes 0.5 mag brighter. Before applying uts on
the formal photometri errors, we detet 1550 stars in F330W, 5993 in F550M,
and 4164 in F814W. After requiring the error less than 0.2 mag, 309, 3128, and
4339 stars remain in F330W, F550M, and F814W, respetively.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Mass Fration of Old Stars
It is of interest to estimate the fration of stellar mass represented by the stars in
CGCG 269-049 older than ∼1 Gyr as an indiator of its star formation history.
Corbin et al. (2006) nd that the ∼10 Gyr old populations in nearby ultra-
ompat blue dwarf galaxies, inluding two that qualify as XMPGs, omprise
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∼90% of their stellar mass, with their light being dominated by the early-type
stars formed in their starbursts. These estimates were however based on a de-
omposition of the objets' optial spetra into its onstituent stellar populations,
obtained through apertures ontaining nearly all of their emission. Suh a spe-
trum is not available for CGCG 269-049, so we must rely on the HST stellar
photometry to make this estimate, with orretions for ompleteness in depth
and spatial overage, and the assumption of a stellar initial mass funtion.
We begin by noting that stars at the main-sequene turno in a ∼10 Gyr
population will have a mass ∼1 M⊙. Their ombined post main-sequene stages
last ∼500 Myr, most of whih is spent on the RGB. Hene the masses of the ∼10
Gyr stars we detet should be in the range ∼1  1.02 M⊙. Stars on the main-
sequene turno in a ∼1 Gyr population, by ontrast, have masses ∼2.5 M⊙ and
linger less than ∼50 Myr on the RGB, making it probable that the RGB stars we
detet have ages loser to 10 Gyr. We ount 1432 stars on the red branh of our
CMD (having F550M  F814W > 0.4 mag and F814W < 27.0 mag). Correting
for inompleteness at 26 < F814W < 27 mag and for RGB stars with 27 < F814W
< 31.3 mag (the magnitude of the main-sequene turn-o), and also for the RGB
stars outside the area overed by our images, we estimate the total number of
RGB stars to be approximately 12,890. Diret integration of the Miller & Salo
(1979) and Salo (1986) initial mass funtions implies that the total zero age
main-sequene mass of the ∼10 Gyr old population is 200  300 times larger than
the total mass of stars in the ∼1  1.02 M⊙ range. With our estimated number
of RGB stars, this yields a total mass of 2.6  3.9 × 106 M⊙, where the range
represents the dierene between the Salo (1986) and Miller & Salo (1979) initial
mass funtions, both with lower and upper mass limits of 0.1 and 125 M⊙. More
details on mass fration alulation are desribed in Appendix B.5.
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We similarly estimate the masses of stars younger than ∼1 Gyr by ounting
the number of stars on the blue branh of the CMD (having F550M  F814W <
0.4 mag and F814W < 27); we nd 1104. Their distribution in the CMD and
olor-olor diagram suggests that they belong to populations with ages of 250 Myr
and younger. For orresponding main-sequene turno masses between 4.0 and
20 M⊙ we estimate a total zero-age main sequene mass of 0.34  2.6 × 10
6 M⊙.
Changing the upper mass limit to 100 M⊙ dereases this mass by less than 10%.
The total mass in stars of CGCG 269-049 is thus ∼3  6.5 × 106 M⊙, of whih
∼60%  90% is ontained in stars older than 1 Gyr. This is onsistent with the
ndings of Corbin et al. (2006) and with Aloisi et al. (2005) for SBS 1415+437.
4.3.2 Evidene of Past Outows?
One likely ontribution to galaxy metal deieny is the esape of supernova ejeta
into the intergalati medium (see e.g., Davé, Finlator, & Oppenheimer 2006;
Calura et al. 2007 and referenes therein). This in part motivated obtaining an
Hα image of CGCG 269-049 in addition to broad-band images. While the Hα
image (Figure 4.4) does not indiate a urrent outow, suh outows may have
ourred in the past, during more vigorous episodes of star formation. Evidene of
suh an outow from the blue ompat dwarf galaxy IC 691 has been reported by
Keeney et al. (2006), who nd a metal-line absorption system in the spetrum of a
bakground QSO with a projeted distane of 33 kp from this galaxy. Motivated
by this result, we searhed the NASA Extragalati Database for QSOs near
CGCG 269-049 that ould be used as probes of past outows. We nd one objet,
SDSS J121507.48+522055.7 (z = 1.21) loated approximately 6
′
from CGCG 269-
049 (a projeted separation of 8.6 kp) and at a position angle of approximately
230
◦
, whih is roughly aligned with its minor axis. However, we nd no evidene
for absorption lines (e.g., Ca II H & K) in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey optial
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spetrum of this QSO that ould arise from a past outow from CGCG 269-049.
Thus, either suh an outow did not our, or ourred in a diretion other than
along the sight-line to the QSO, or else its olumn density is presently too low to
produe measurable absorption in the QSO's spetrum.
4.4 Disussion
The lear presene of asymptoti giant branh and red giant branh stars in CGCG
269-049 revealed by these data rules out the possibility that it is a newly-formed
galaxy. In addition to the studies disussed in Setion 4.1, these results argue
strongly against this possibility for XMPGs in general. While the mean stellar
ages among star-forming dwarf galaxies will be skewed to lower values than their
quiesent ounterparts, studies of extremely metal-poor dwarf galaxies in the Lo-
al Group without ative star formation have shown them to onsist mainly of
evolved stars (see, e.g., Shulte-Ladbek et al. 2002; Momany et al. 2005; Walsh,
Jerjen, & Willman 2007). Among star-forming XMPGs suh as CGCG 269-049,
it appears that their urrent starbursts dominate their light and reate a blue
façade over stellar populations that are predominantly ∼10 Gyr old (e.g., om-
pare Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.4; see also Corbin et al. 2006).
For more distant XMPGs whose stars annot be resolved by HST , e.g.,
SBS 0335-052W (see Izotov, Thuan, & Guseva 2005), the best way to test for the
presene of evolved stars is by the deomposition of their spetra into onstituent
stellar populations, using odes suh as STARLIGHT (see Asari et al. 2007 and
referenes therein). We note that in ontrast to SBS 0335-052 (see Houk et al.
2004), the mid-infrared SED of CGCG 269-049 (Figure 4.3) shows evidene for
signiant PAH emission. This agrees with evidene that the strength of PAH fea-
tures among star-forming dwarf galaxies depends more strongly on star-formation
rate than metalliity (Rosenberg et al. 2004; Jakson et al. 2006), noting that SBS
91
0335-052 has six super star lusters and an inferred star formation rate twie
that of what we estimate for CGCG 269-049 (see Thuan, Izotov, & Lipovetsky
1997; Setion 4.2.2).
Brooks et al. (2007) have reently modeled the galaxy mass / metalliity
relation (see Tremonti et al. 2004; Lee et al. 2006) using smoothed partile
hydrodynamis and N-body simulations of galaxy formation inluding supernova
feedbak and assoiated metal enrihment. Their simulations extend down to
metalliities as low as that measured for CGCG 269-049. They nd that ineient
star formation among low-mass galaxies, rather than galaxy age or metal loss from
supernova ejeta, is the main ause of the relation (but see Davé et al. 2006 and
Calura et al. 2007 for arguments regarding the importane of supernova ejeta).
The results for CGCG 269-049 support this model, beause in addition to an
old population of stars we nd no strong evidene for urrent or past outows,
and the galaxy also has a high ratio of H I mass to stellar mass (∼1; Begum et
al. 2005), indiative of an ineient onversion of gas to stars. The Brooks et
al. (2007) model of ineient star formation is also supported by the nding of
Kannappan (2004) that galaxy stellar mass and the ratio of H I mass to stellar
mass are inversely orrelated over several deades in both quantities. Speially,
this orrelation would lead to low O/H gas abundane ratios in dwarf galaxies
beause of their higher relative H I ontent. Using the mass values from Begum
et al. (2005), CGCG 269-049 falls roughly on the Kannappan (2004) orrelation,
as well as the galaxy mass / metalliity orrelation of Tremonti et al. (2004) as
alibrated by Brooks et al. (2007).
While the present data do not oer a simple piture of CGCG 269-049's
star-formation history, the dominane of old stars in it supports models of the
formation of isolated dwarf galaxies in whih the photo-evaporation of baryons
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from their dark matter halos at the epoh of reionization strongly lowers their
star formation rates, leading to galaxies at the present epoh omprised mainly of
∼10 Gyr old stars with some residual star formation (Hoeft et al. 2006; Wyithe
& Loeb 2006).
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Table 4.1: CGCG 269-049 Spitzer Spae Telesope and
MIPS Fluxes
Wavelength(µm) Detetor fν(mJy)
3.6 IRAC 1.14 ± 0.05
4.5 IRAC 0.76 ± 0.05
5.8 IRAC 0.50 ± 0.05
8.0 IRAC 0.41 ± 0.05
24 MIPS 0.33 ± 0.03
70 MIPS 2.03 ± 0.03
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Figure 4.1: Optial image of CGCG 269-049 from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey,
representing a omposite of images in the SDSS g, r, and i bands. The integrated
Petrosian g magnitude of the galaxy is 15.75 (Kniazev et al. 2003).
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Figure 4.2: Spitzer Spae Telesope IRAC and MIPS images of CGCG 269-049.
The galaxy is also deteted in the IRAC 4.5 µm and 5.8 µm bands, with an
appearane intermediate between that in the 3.6 µm and 8.0 µm bands.
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Figure 4.3: Infrared spetral energy distribution of CGCG 269-049 from the
Spitzer IRAC and MIPS uxes, shown with open irles and solid squares, re-
spetively. The solid line is a Bruzual & Charlot (2003) population synthesis
model for an instantaneous burst evolved to an age of 10 Gyr, a Chabrier initial
mass funtion, and a metalliity of 0.02 Z⊙. The dashed line is a Draine & Li
(2007) thermal dust model for a Large Magellani Cloud dust omposition and
a range in the parameter U = 5  104, where U represents the intensity of the
radiation eld inident on the dust in units of the ambient radiation eld in the
solar neighborhood. The dotted line is the sum of the two models.
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Figure 4.4: Color omposite of the HST Advaned Camera for Surveys / High
Resolution Channel F330W, F550M, and F814W images of CGCG 269-049. The
feature at the bottom of the image is the oronagraphi nger of the ACS/HRC.
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Figure 4.5: Hα image of CGCG 269-049 obtained in the F658N lter of the
Advaned Camera for Surveys / High Resolution Channel. The image is entered
on the Central Cluster (see Figures 1 and 4).
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Figure 4.6: (a) Color-magnitude diagram of CGCG 269-049 from the photometry
of the F550M and F814W images. Magnitudes are on a Vega sale. Padua
isohrones for these lters and for a metalliity of Z = 0.0004 are plotted (see text
for details). The dashed line represents the 50% ompleteness level. (b) Color-
olor diagram for the stars deteted in the F330W, F550M, and F814W lters,
with the same isohrones as in 6(a). The roughly linear portions of the isohrones
on this plot orrespond to the blue horizonal branh loops on 6(a).
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Figure 4.7: Completeness of stellar photometry as a funtion of magnitude for eah
of the three lters used, as determined by inserting artiial stars into the images
(see text for details). The error bars represent the variane between dierent
simulations, where stars were inserted at dierent positions in the images.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSION
5.1 Summary of Current Work
I have analyzed CMDs and olor-olor diagrams of resolved stars in three nearby
star-forming galaxies: M83, NGC 4214, and CGCG 269-049. The data used
in this projet are all based on multi-band HST ACS and WFC3 observations
ranging from ∼2100Å (F225W) to 8800Å (F814W) in wavelength. The CMDs of
these three galaxies show the presene of multiple stellar features, inluding main-
sequene stars, He-burning blue-loop stars, and shell-burning red and blue giant
stars. These multi-population features make the study of stellar populations in
nearby galaxies more hallenging but interesting. By omparing our observations
to stellar model isohrones we are able to estimate ages, masses, and other physial
properties of stars. I have listed the primary new results from this study in the
following.
From the study of nearby star-bursting galaxy M83,
(1) we have developed an innovative new tehnique to orret the internal
extintion for the individual stars and estimate their ages and masses, using a
ombination of CMD and olorolor diagrams.
(2) The various age indiators (stellar, integrated light, lusters within the
region) are ompared and shown fair orrelations between them. A omparison
with previous age estimates by Larsen et al. (2011) also shows a good agreement.
(3) We have ompared the stellar ages to other parameters that are known
to orrelate with the age. Those orrelations show a range from very good (e.g.,
with red-to-blue star ratios) and fair (e.g., Hα morphology) to little or no orre-
lation (e.g., pixel-to-pixel surfae brightness utuation).
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(4) The distribution map of stars with ages younger than 10 Myr shows
that young stars are generally loated along the ative star-forming regions in the
spiral arm and also more lustered. The intermediate age stars tend to be found
downstream (i.e., on the opposite side from the dust lane) of the spiral arms.
(5) We also used the loations of WolfRayet soures to test the orrelation
with the stellar ages and found a broad agreement between them.
(6) The unpreedented spatial resolution of the HST observations allows
us to arry out this projet and hene it is important to test the eets of spatial
resolution on the measure olors, magnitudes, and the derived ages of individual
stars in M83. Based on a numerial experiment using a star luster image of
NGC2108 in the LMC, we found that while individual stars an show measurable
dierenes in the olors and magnitudes, the age estimate for eah region is only
slightly aeted.
From the study of nearby irregular galaxy NGC4214,
(1) The star-by-star extintion orretion methods developed in the pre-
vious study (Kim et al. 2012) are applied to NGC 4214, showing the signiant
amount of internal extintions in UBV I photometri system. The mean extin-
tion values of this galaxy are AF336W = 0.660, AF438W = 0.530, AF547M = 0.402,
AF814W = 0.243 mag, respetively.
(2) We develop a new age-dating tehnique using the individual stellar
SED tting in order to estimate the ages and masses of stars with the ve-band
photometry. This method is relatively more sensitive to the luminous stars in
NUV .
(3) The WFC3 eld of NGC 4214 is divided into the 38 adaptive grid boxes
in order to ompare our stellar ages from the CMD and SED tting to other age
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indiators. In this paper we show the positive orrelation between stellar ages and
the number ratio of red-to-blue stars.
(4) The age distributions determined from both CMD and SED age-dating
methods show that the youngest group of stars is generally loated along the ative
star-forming regions in the entral bar area. This supports the model distributions
of star lusters in spiral and barred galaxies by Dobbs & Pringle (2010).
From the study of the extremely metal-poor dwarf galaxy CGCG269-049,
(1) the presene of AGB and RGB stars in CGCG 269-049 revealed by our
HST ACS data rules out the possibility that this galaxy is a newly-formed galaxy
and other XMPGs are in general.
(2) While the mean stellar ages of star-forming dwarf galaxies are possibly
skewed to lower values than the quiesent dwarfs, reent studies of XMPGs in the
Loal Group have shown to onsist mainly of evolved stars.
(3) The mid-infrared SED of CGCG 269-049 shows strong evidene of
signiant PAH emission. This agrees with that the strength of PAH features in
the star-forming dwarf galaxies depends more on star-formation rate than their
metalliity.
(4) The results for CGCG 269-049 support the model of ineient star
formation among low-mass galaxies by its high ratio of HI mass to stellar mass.
To onlude, deep HST observations of the resolved stellar populations
in three nearby galaxies M83, NGC 4214, and CGCG 269-049 allow us to on-
strut the CMD and olor-olor diagram and determine ages, masses, and other
properties of individual stars. We are able to reonstrut the history of star forma-
tion, and evolution and disruption of star lusters in these galaxies from various
independent age-dating methods.
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5.2 Future Work
The yle 19 HST program (ID:12513, PI: Blair) with the WFC3 will add ve
more elds in M83 to the existing ERS data with observations in ve broadband
(F336W, F438W, F547M, F814W, F160W) and four narrowband (F502N, F657N,
F673N, F164N) lters. These additional data will allow us to expand our analysis
on the resolved stellar populations to the entire eld in M83 and provide the
most detailed multiwavelength study of individual stars in the starforming spiral
galaxy. I will apply the age-dating method developed in this study to the future
observations and ompare the stellar populations in the ative star-forming regions
in the entral eld to those in the outer disk of the galaxy. Bastian et al. (2011)
searhed for the evidene of environmentally dependent luster disruption senario
using two elds (inner and outer regions) of M83 and laimed that a large fration
of stars lusters in the outer eld are older by tens of Myr than in the inner eld.
I will diretly ompare the properties of resolved eld populations to their results
from the study of stars lusters. The omparison between these two studies with
the additional observations will provide a more omplete piture of how lusters
form and then dissolve into the eld in M83.
In addition to the future study with the new WFC3 datasets, I will inves-
tigate the variation of the initial mass funtions (IMFs) in the 50 seleted regions
of M83. I have measured the mass of individual stars in M83 in this study and
showed the mass distribution of eah region in the right olumn of Figure 2.8 and
the bottom right gures in the Appendix. The mass histogram of eah region
shows dierent distribution from the mass histogram of all stars in the bottom
right panel of Figure 2.4. These results an be useful to study the stellar IMF in
the dierent environment and ompare to the universal IMF.
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Appendix A
ADDITIONAL FIGURES FOR CHAPTER TWO
113
Here we present the CMDs, olor-olor diagrams, and the histograms of
the age and mass distribution of the rest of 50 seleted Regions not inluded in
Chapter 2. Data points before and after the individual extintion orretion are
plotted as blak rosses (top: unorreted) and blue Xs (middle: orreted). The
Padova model isohrones in eah diagram are the same as the ones plotted in
Figure 2.3.
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Appendix B
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL TO CHAPTER FOUR
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B.1 Photometri Data Analysis
CGCG 269-049 was observed using the HST/ACS HRC instrument in the F330W
(u), F550M (v), and F814W (I) lters. Raw data was proessed via the
standard ACS OTFR pipeline. Total exposure times were 2,000 se in F330W,
6,320 se in F550M, and 2,120 se in F814W.
PSF photometry was performed using the IRAF/DAOPHOT pakage (ver-
sion 2.12.2 Jan 2004). A master atalog of the point soures in eah image was
reated through a three-step proess with progressively fainter deteting thresh-
olds of 15, 10, and 5 σ, where σ is the standard deviation measured from the
histogram of the sky bakground pixels. Detetion thresholds below 5 σ were not
used in this study beause the stars in CGCG 269-049 are rowded and fainter
thresholds did not reliably detet additional stars. In the seond and the third
steps, we used the residual images produed from the previous step after subtra-
tion of the previously found brighter stars.
The PSFs used are a ombination of an analytial base-funtion and an
empirial image that desribes the dierene between a omposite stellar image
and the best-t base-funtion. Sine the sampling of the PSF diers in F330W,
F550M, and F814W, we used dierent base-funtions: Gaussian for F330W and
F550M and Moat15 for F814W. These hoies minimized the residuals. The
residual images show that most of the point soures had been leanly subtrated
out from the original images. After the third and nal step, only a few stars that
were aeted by bad pixels or residuals from osmi ray hits remain. Also, some
light of an unresolved stellar population appears to be underlying resolved stars.
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B.2 Constrution of the CMD and the Color-olor Diagram
We produed a CMD and olor-olor diagram using the ross-mathed atalogs
of F330W, F550M and F814W stellar photometry. We omitted all point soures
deteted near the edges of images and in the region around the oronagraphi
nger. The magnitude and olor are in the Vega magnitude system alulated
using equation (4) in Sirianni et al. (2005), whih is
ACSMAG(P) = -2.5 log (total ount rate in eletron per seond) + Zpt(P).
The magnitude in the bandpass P (F330W, F550M or F814W in this study)
is determined by the hoie of the updated zero point magnitude (Zpt(P)) for the
high-resolution amera given from the HST/ACS website
1
. In three lters we
used, they are 22.907, 24.392 and 24.861 respetively. We only plot measurements
with formal 1 σ errors less than 0.2 mag in F330W and F814W and less than
0.30 mag in F330W-F550M and F550M-F814W. We overlay theoretial isohrones
in the HST/ACS HRC Vega magnitude system downloaded from the Padova
database , where we adopted the distane of 4.96 Mp for CGCG 269-049.
The zeropoints in Sirianni et al. (2005) assume an aperture of 5.5
′′
, and
hene we must apply aperture orretions that orrespond to the ux lost outside
our muh smaller aperture used to t our PSF-photometry. The aperture within
whih we t the PSFs was 4 pixels in radius, whih orresponds to ∼0.1′′. This
aperture aptures most of the stellar light. The orretions from 0.1
′′
to 5.5
′′
made
for eah lter were 0.28 in F330W, 0.23 in F550M, and 0.43 in F814W in the sense
that the orretions made the magnitude of eah star brighter.
1
http://www.stsi.edu/hst/as/analysis/zeropoints
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B.3 Completeness Level in Eah Filter
To assess the ompleteness of the PSF-tting, we inserted 100 artiial stars at a
time at random positions into the atual images. For eah lter, we repeated this
task 32 times with dierent PSF funtions suh as Gaussian, Moat15, Moat25,
and Auto dened in the IRAF task `daopars'. The magnitude of the inserted
PSFs was inreased from 21 mag to 29 mag with the steps of 0.25 mag.
The reovery of artiial stars was performed with the same three-step
proess with whih we measured the atual stars. The detetions of the artiial
stars dropped around the magnitudes fainter than 24.5, 27.0, and 26.5 for F330W,
F550M, and F814W, respetively. The F330W image was not deep enough to
reover stars to the faint limits reahed in the F550M and F814W images. The
F550M image eetively is the deepest with a ompleteness limit approahing
27 mag. The F814W photometry reahes ∼0.5 mag brighter. Before applying
uts on the formal photometri errors, we detet 1550 stars in F330W, 5993 in
F550M, and 4164 in F814W. After requiring the error less than 0.2 mag, 309,
3128, and 4339 stars remain in F330W, F550M, and F814W, respetively. We
plot mathed photometry for 195 stars with F330W, F550M, and F814W, and for
2622 stars with both reliable F550M and F814W photometry.
B.4 Distane Calulation Using the RGB Tip Magnitude
We did not onvert the F550M and F814W magnitudes to V and I magnitudes
for all stars. However, to alulate the distane from the TRGB, we used the
onverted F814W magnitude (24.5 mag) of TRGB to I magnitude (24.4 mag)
using Equation (12) and Table 23 in Sirianni et al. (2005), whih is:
TMAG = SMAG + c0 + c1 × TCOL+ c2 × TCOL
2
,
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where SMAG = 24.5, c0 = 24.837±0.016, c1 = 0.060±0.253, c2 = −0.099±0.963,
and TCOL = 1.15.
m(I)−M(I) = 5log(d)− 5,
where d = 10(m−M+5)/5 = 4.98 Mpc with M(I) = −4.05 from Da Costa & Ar-
mandro (1990).
B.5 Estimate of the Mass Fration for Evolved Stars
We estimated the mass fration of evolved stars using the initial mass funtions
(IMFs) of Salo et al.(1986) and Miller & Salo(1979) and the main-sequene (MS)
lifetime based on the MS M-L relation. IMF parameters of Salo et al. (1986) and
Miller & Salo (1979) laws for the IMF, parameterized as: ξ(M) = ξ0 ×M
−(1+x)
,
where M1 and M2 are the lower and upper mass utos (in units of solar mass),
and x is the parameter of the power law. The mass fration in eah mass range
an be obtained from the integration of the given funtion above and normalized
to 1 over the whole mass range (see Table B.1).
To alulate the mass ut for 1 Gyr and 10 Gyr old stars, we used the MS
lifetime : tMS =∼ 10
10 ×M/M⊙
−2.5
yrs. The estimated MS turn-o masses are
2.51 M⊙ for 1 Gyr old stars and 1 M⊙ for 10 Gyr old stars. Sine the time stars
spend in evolved stages (RGB, Horizontal Branh, AGB) after leaving the MS
depends strongly on their MS masses, this portion of the CMD is dominated by
lower mass, older stars, with little ontamination by massive stars that reently
left the MS of a muh younger stellar population. While 2.5 M⊙, 1 Gyr old stars
linger for no more than 10 Myr on the RGB, HB, and AGB, the more numerous
(for any realisti IMF) stars with masses between ∼1.00 M⊙ and ∼1.02 M⊙ that
linger for ∼500 Myr will onstitute the majority of the evolved stars that we see in
our CMD. We ount 1372 stars with 0.4 < F550M-F814W < 1.5 mag and F814W
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< 27 mag whih implies that the total mass in these evolved stars is ∼1390 M⊙.
The F814W magnitude of a 10 Gyr MS turn-o is 31.3 mag whih means that
we deteted approximately 1/3 of the evolved stars in the region overed by our
ACS/HRC observations. We estimated the total population aross this galaxy
to be at least 3 times larger, whih together with our omputed mass fration of
0.00320.0049 implies a total 10 Gyr ZAMS mass > 2.523.87×106 M⊙.
Table B.1: Mass Fration of Evolved Stars in CGCG 269-049
IMF M1 M2 x Fration
Salo86 0.10 0.18 -2.60 0.1652
Salo86 0.18 0.42 0.01 0.4629
Salo86 0.42 0.62 1.75 0.1536
Salo86 0.62 1.18 1.08 0.1615
Salo86 1.18 3.50 2.50 0.0513
Salo86 3.50 125. 1.63 0.0055
MillerSalo79 0.10 1.00 0.25 0.7828
MillerSalo79 1.00 2.00 1.00 0.1257
MillerSalo79 2.00 10.0 1.30 0.0848
MillerSalo79 10.0 125. 2.30 0.0067
IMF M1 M2 Age (Gyr) Fration
Salo86 0.10 2.51 1 0.9898
Salo86 0.10 1.00 10 0.8845
Salo86 1.00 1.02 10 0.0032
MillerSalo79 0.10 2.51 1 0.9332
MillerSalo79 0.10 1.00 10 0.7828
MillerSalo79 1.00 1.02 10 0.0049
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B.6 Radial Change of Stellar Populations
We found the radial hange of stellar populations in CGCG 269-049. Color-
magnitude diagrams of resolved stars at progressively larger radial distane from
the enter show that the stellar ontent of CGCG 269-049 systematially varies
with radius. We use the HST/ACS F550M and F814W images and onstrut
(F550M-F814W) versus F814W CMDs of resolved stars within elliptial annuli.
Figure B.1 shows the HST ACS/HRC F550M image of CGCG 269-049 with the
elliptial annuli used in this analysis. The semi-major (semi-minor) axis of annuli
(a)(e) are 120 (90), 180 (130), 240 (180), 300 (220), 360 (270) parses, respe-
tively. The annulus (f) overs the rest of the image outside of the annulus (e). The
ross at the enter of Figure B.1 indiate the ux-weighted enter of the galaxy.
Six panels in Figure B.2 are the olor-magnitude diagrams of resolved stars
within the elliptial annuli shown in Figure B.1. The stellar model isohrones
from Padova group with the ages from 10 Myr to 10 Gyr are overlaid. The
grey dashed line is the 50% photometri ompleteness level desribed in Setion
B.3. The fration of young (∼10 Myr) and luminous (F814W<25.5 mag) main-
sequene stars dereases with radius from 10% to 4%, while the fration of the old
(>∼1 Gyr) populations stays relatively onstant (∼35%). The most reent star
formation in CGCG 269-049 is onentrated in a star luster (Central Cluster)
near, but oset from the ux-weighted galati enter (see the ross in Figure
B.1). In the panel (d) of Figure B.2, the horizontal branh (HB) stars well-tted
with the 250 Myr isohrone are learly separated from the sub-giant branh or
HB stars of intermediate ages (∼250500 Myr).
To study star-formation history of CGCG 269-049, we investigate the
spatial distribution of three major populations. We seleted the MS, HB, and
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RGB populations with the AGB stars based on the (F550M-F814W) olor and
F814W magnitude. Figure B.3 shows the olor uts used in the seletion ri-
teria: (F550M-F814W)< −0.3 (MS), −0.3 <(F550M-F814W)< 1.0 (HB), and
(F550M-F814W)> 1.0 (RGB+AGB) in grey dotted line. The magnitude ut is
F814W< 25.5 mag in grey dashed line shown in Figure B.3. The data points
irled in red are stars with (F330W-F550M) olor bluer than -1.3 and the ma-
jority of them are well-tted with the young isohrones (∼1050 Myr). Using the
seletion riteria desribed in Figure B.3, we mapped the distribution of resolved
stellar populations in CGCG 269-049. Figure B.4 is the maps of three seleted
populations (MS, HB, RGB+AGB). In Figure B.4 the MS stars are densely pop-
ulated in the Central Cluster, whih is so prominent in the ground-based images
(see Figure 4.1). The HSTACS/HRC Hα image shows strong emission assoiated
the OB stars in the Central Cluster (see Figure 4.5). The middle panel of Figure
B.4 shows enhanement (∼70%) of the HB population in the lower right half of
the distribution map, but they are not strongly lustered ompared to the map of
MS stars. The RGB and AGB stars are evenly distributed over the entire region
of the galaxy, as expeted from the previous studies with M83 and NGC 4214 in
Chapters 2 and 3.
To onlude this setion, the CMDs of stellar populations within the annuli
dened by their galatoentri distane show a deit of blue luminous stars in
the outer regions, while RGB and AGB stars an be found throughout. The most
luminous blue stars are onned within the inner region within the annulus (a),
whih ontains the Central Cluster of CGCG 269-049.
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Figure B.1: HSTACS/HRC F550M image of CGCG 269-049 with the elliptial
annuli used in our analysis overlaid. The elliptiity of the annuli is 0.2608. The
ross indiates the ux-weighted enter of the galaxy.
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Figure B.2: (a)(f) CMDs of resolved stars within annuli with the semi-major
and -minor axis dened at the top right orner of eah panel (also, see Figure
B.1). The isohrones and dashed lines of 50% ompleteness level are the same as
in Figure 4.6 (a).
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Figure B.3: Seletion riteria (grey dotted line) of MS, HB, and RGB+AGB stars
brighter than 25.5 mag (grey dashed line) in CMD. Data points irled in red are
stars with (F330W-F550M)< −1.3.
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Figure B.4: Distribution of dierent stellar populations seleted based on the
riteria in Figure B.3 with the ACS/HRC footprint superposed. The olor and
the size of eah data point are based on the (F550M-F814W) olor and the F550M
magnitude.
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